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HOLLAND CITY
VOLUME 40

THURSDAY, MAY

4,

1911

Number 18

^

Council

Procee
The council held

it»

regular meet-

ing in the city hall last evening with
all of the aldermen present. As
soon as the minutes had been read

Mayor Stephan mado

Perfect Fitting Glasses
AT

The New Spring Goods

^are

Beautiful— more Interesting,
more Fasanating than ever before— and the Prices are most

Reasonable.

9x12 Rugs
$32.50 Body Brussels

Velvet Carpets
Rug

$1.25 Velvet Carpets,

at

(23.05

Good

Patterns at 98c.

mailing

list of

on the
the paper tint does

the city printing, so that each could

Tnis

committee met and heard the

representativesof the Gas Company
with referer ce to the charges preferred.
An adjustment of the matter of char get
made for connections was roa h«d, the
committee finding, in substance, that
ihe franchise was ambiguous and directing the Gas Comptuv as to what
charges shruld, in Its judgment, be
made. This met with the entire approval of the representatives of tho Gae
Company. The question of making extensions was taken up and the Gat
Company’s representative!stated that,
while It had not actually violated the
provisionsof the franchise at the same
time nreded extensions had not been
male for the reason that the rate
charged for gas did not allow sulfioienb
revenue to provide a fair return upon
the actual physical value of the plant
(disregarding entirely the stock and
bond Issue of the Company), and that,
not earning a fair return upon the
money actuallyinvested, It was impossible for tho Company to procure additional funds from investors with
which to make additions to the works
and malar; that It could not 1 orrow any
more money, and that the earniugs of
the Company not only did not return a
fair frofit upon the money actually Insu Tlel
vested, but perforce,weree not luTfoleitt
to make needed auditions a d extensions. The Gas Company at this meeting offered to produce, at a meeting to
be hold later, a full and complete valuation of its physical property by disin-

have a copy of the minutes before
the meeting. The suggestion met
with the approval of the council ns
it will do away with the necessityof
reading the minutes before each
meetingThe Optical Specialist
The committee on streets and
crosswalksbrought in a report that
Nick Plagenhof be given the contract for city teaming ut the rate of
$3.50 per team per day. The report
24
8th
was adopted. On the matter of paving from the the foot of Eighth St-,
to the Graham & Morton dock the
committee reported that they had a
proposition to present to the steam- terestedengineers and an itemized
ship company in which the city is statement made by certifiedpublic aoto pay two thirds of the expense of c untants which would show in detail
paving down to the railroad track the revenue derived from the sale of
gas during the existence of the Comand the Grhara &. Moiton company pany, its operating' expenses,and its
is to pay the other third and the net earnings, and which would also
total expense of paving from the show the amounts of money Invested in
the p’aot, extensionsmade, saUrlea
track to the dock. In /additionto
paid, if any, etc. In short, the comthis the company is to donate a tri- pany offered to aubstantlate its stateangular piece of ground which is to ments by disinterestedexnerti and at
be used for park purposes. In the the same time offered to the Common
Council free access to its Looks.
matter
of opening Cleveland avenue
It pays to buy the best watch
Company asked at th’s meeting that it
from Sirteenthstreet through to the the facts as claimed to exist by the
Byou can afford and at oui
lake the committee asked that the Company were verified by such disinprices anybody can
council make a personal investiga- terested experts, that then the Comoil should submit
iu
mon Council
to a vote of
afford a pretty
tion and take action on the matter.
A durable and lasting
the people the question of whether or
good one
It was decided to visit ihe ground in
not the Gas Company should be allowed
PERFUME
a body and take action on the matter to establishrates which would yield a
fair return upon the amount of moner
Friday evening.
An accurate watch is not necesT. Keppel and Sons were awarded which the Common Council might determine was actually Invested in the
sarily an expensive one. We have
5c an ounce
the contractfor the furnishing of properly of the Gas Company.
sewer materials for the Lincoln Ave.
It was arranged that a subsequent
a large variety of styles atlcomparaMir
and Maple street ' districts. The meeting should be held, atwh ch time
tively low prices, that are guaranthese figures should be presented and
bonds of Walter Sutton with Hermoit w»g understood that the ootpmittee
teed to keep good time.
nua Boone and E F. Sutton as sure would report to the Council only upon
ties were presented to the council the aubjeot of char rs ma;e for conand they were referred to the com- nections,and would defer making any
report upon the matter of extensions
mittee on licenses with power to act.
which involved an appraisalof properCity Attorney C. Vander Meuien ty and inspection of the books, eto.
33 W. 8th St. y
185 River St.
handed in his resignation as justice The Company was to be given time in
Citz. Phone 1014
of the peace, to the council last even- which to have the appraisal made, and
(Next InterurbanOffice)
ing. The resignation was accepted a meeting of the committeewas then
to be held. Notwithstandingthis ar19 W. 8th Street
and is to take effect July . The re- rangement, while the Gas Company’s
signation would take effect immed- representativeswere engaged In getiately but for the fact that there are ting this data together,and without
A deal has been closed whereby Babe a number of cases that must be set- any notice whatever to the Company,
Locals
your committeemade a report in which
Woldrlng will be retainedfor the lo- tled before the duties of the office It fixed
..... a valuation
........
.. upon the gei propcal State League team for this season can be turned over to a successor.
erty, severely criticizedits operation,
The adjourned annual meeting of the
at least. The price asked by the Chi*
The bids on city printing were be- and In so doing, made a number Of very
Men’s Uivic Club will be held Friday
inaccuratestatements, which must
evening in the Literary Club rooms. Cairo American league club for the re- fore the council but they were turnhave been based entirely upon bearaay
The presence of every memoer is re-Ji'
Jesse of Woldrlng was rather high be- ed over to the committee on ways
and not upon definite information.
quested as officerswill be elected fopn( og put at $300, but It was decided to
and means without being opened.
Since tho making of such report, tha
the coming year.
committee has never been ca'led tomake the deal thus giving Holland one
gether, and the Gas Company hta nevWilliam Prins, 321 Columbia ave- of the strongeat pitching staffs in the
Gas Co., says Fish or Cut Bait
er been given an opportunityto prenue, is the proud possessor of 23 hens, state.
the facts which it was arranged
which he believes would stand an exlengthy communication wae sent
should be^ given to the committee, and
cellent show at a poultry show, if the
Peter Verway, wfio was re-elected
presentedtp the council last evening. which the Gas Company has been prej laying capacity were considered. Dur- poundmasterby the City Council for
After a little discussion the com- pared for some time to present.
ing the month of April the hens prothe ninth consecutive term, has a recIn its final report to the Common
munication was read and the matter
duced 34 dozen, and five eggs, or a
Council, made on Wednesday, Afrll, 19
total of 413. This figuresup to about ord unequaledby any similar official referred to the committee on ways
your commltieeon Ways and Means
in the United States. Through his en14 eggs a day.
and means, the mayor and a com- made somewhat extended reference to
ergetic warfare the canine population mittee of five citizensbe appointed the matters referred to in this commuNeal Ball, the former Cleveland
player who sprang into fame in 1910 during that period has been reduced by the mayor. A number of the ication. It said among other things in
by making a triple play unassisted, is from 1500 to less than 300, according to aldermen are opposed to giving any that report, that while the committee
had been appointed “to receive and
to come back to the big leagues. Ball the number of licenses in the city
quarter to the Gas company and it consider certain facts and figures,and
was sold to the Portland club of the clerk’soffice.
is expected that the litigation be- especiallyan appraisal of the gat propCoast league last winter, but he has
erties in this city, we have not yet rebeen re-purchasedby the Nap manAll arrangements have been comple- tween the city and the company will
ceived any communication from the
agement.
ted for the concert whlchjwlll be given be thoroughlythreshed out this Gas company, much less an appraisalof
time.
their property.” The answer of the
William Savidge of Spring Lake ex- by the Treble ClelT Club of this city at
The proposition that the Gas Gas c mbanv to this statement is tha
pects to leave about June 24 for a trip Douglas May 19th. The committee In
to Europe, spending at least a portion charge at Douglas is very enthusiastic company presents to the council in no meeting has ever been arranged by
tne committeeat which the Company
of his time on Caori island. Mr. Savover the prospect and an exceptionally the commuication is in short, that could present its figures.
id^e goes directly to Naples and will
fine program has been prepared. A the city either buy them out or give
The statements madejby the commit
sail for home Sepfember 6. He will
be accomnanied by Hunter Robbins number of songs that were rendered them the right to increase their tee in their final report, for the most
and James Johnston of this city. Mr. here at previous concerts will be sung, rates so as to make a fair profit. In part, are absolutelywithout foundation
and in our judgement, wore made for
Savidge is well known in this city.
together with others that have not case the city does not or cannot see the sold purpose of prejudicingthe
Chester Van Tongeren son of Mr. been heard in this city. A special car its way clear to do either of these Company's cause before your Honoraand Mrs. H. Van Tongeren, is making will leave here in the evening and it is two things then the gas company ble Body.
On numerous occasions otinr than
a remarkable success of the poultry expected that a great many will ac- threatens to refuse to supply gas to
the one above mentioned, the Gas combusiness, ^oung Van Tongeren' is in
about
300
of
the
piesent
users
aftar
company the club.
pany has submitted to the Common
it only on a small scale, but as far a^
he has gone his success has been NEW RICHMOND IS AROUSED. July 1. The communication is of Council that the ichedule of rates es
rather remarkable. He has a total of
New Richmond, eight miles south intense interest to all of the citizens tabllshed in the franchise were such
twelve S. C. Leghorn hens and during of this city, is up in arms and a vigi- of Holland and should be read care- that the plant icould not be operated at
a profit and that extensionsor goal
the past three months he has gath- lance committee has been organized fully, by all.
service could not be furnishedana
ered a total of 650 eggs. In February
to look for a gang of mean rascals
The communicationfollows in maintained under these rates. At all
the number was 184, in March 237 and
times the Company has been In per
in April 229. This is an average of who have been operating in and full:
more than seven eggs a day, and is around this peaceful and picturesque To the HONORABLE MAYOR and feet good faith in malting this stateconsidered rather remarkable,espe- yillarge. For a month back parties COMMON COUNCIL of the City of ment. The time of the y«ar has arhave been setting fires, cutting off
rived when the citizensof Holland in
Holland:
cially in early spring.
large numbers are demaoding extenhorses’ tails, and the tails of other
In September last, your Honorable
sions. These extensions the Company
The mystery of the bicycle that wag cattle, pulling doors from barns, chas- Body, by resolution,dii
irected the city will be unable to make for the reasons
found in Black River Monday hag been ing horses from their stalls, letting attorney to take proper action looking
down
the bars of pastures, allowing to the annulment of the franchise und- stated heretofore,viz: that it has not
cleared up. Allen Clark the 15 yearg
the money with which to to make them
the stock to stray alon* the road or
old boy who wag .arregted Saturday in get into other fields, andseveral other er which this Company is operating its andcannot obtain it. No one can be
gas plant in the city of Holland, basing
found who will make further investconnection with the theft of a wheel, mean tricks, until the citizens have
such action upon the ground that the ment in the plant.
grown
desperate
and
are
leaving
no
admitted to the Chief of Police that he
Gas Company
________ the
______
jjy had violated
franThe service rendered by the Comhad taken the wheel found in the river. stones unturned trying tb locati the chiae in two particulars, to-wit: That it pany last summer during the months
guilty parties.
had
made
unlawful
charges
for
conHe denied however that he had thrown
when the greatestdemand was put upnections,and that it had refused to
on it for gas was poor and was the
it in the river. The Chief’s theory is
A Texas lawyer has declared that make extensions of its mains.
source of great complaint by your citthat Clark took the wheel and later
Upon receiving notice of the passage izens. The Company gave the best serthe Bible is an unfit publication to
of
such
resolution,
the
Gas
Company,
becoming frightened dropped it in the
pass through the mails, and names deeming itself not to have violated the vice it could with the apparatus which
river. Clark is only 15 years old and
it has, and during some of the time, on
several parts as particularly applica- franchise in any respect but desiring to
crated its plant when it was absolutef
in view of the fact that this is the first
its views
to your Honorab
......
. • ---------able
ble to his objection. The principal present
uniafe to do so. Id order to remed^
time that he has come in contact with
Body, asked for the appointment of
effect of this declaration will be to
this condition and give proper service
committee to discuss toe matter. Yoi
the police, he may be released.The
make those read the Bible who never Honorable Body compiledwith the re- it would be necessary to install anothe
bicycle was found to be the property of
holder and other additional appar
read it before.
quest and appointed as suoh committee
Fred Remink.
the members of the Ways and- Means at the works. This, coupled with
Committee and Messrs. Verschure and
(Continued on last page)

STEVENSONi’S
East

Whatever of New Carpets, Rugs or Draperies the
home— YOt/R HOME will need, just remember that
just the right thing at the right Prices are here for
that Purpose.

the suggestion

that each alderman be placed

Harrington, respectively preiideot of
he Hoard of Trade and preiideot of
the Merchants’Association.
i

St,

Holland, Mich.

if*

Genuine

atrilps

i

$25.00 Seamless Wilton Vel-

$1.00

vet Rug at $1795.

pet at 65c.

$21.00 Wilton Velvet

Rug

Tapestry Brussel Car-

Several Pieces of

at

$15.95.

room

size

remnants'of Velvet and Ax-

$19.50 Tapestry Brussel

minster fCarpets, (j regular

Rug

at $14.95.

$1.25 at

85c.

y W

'

German

__

Cologne

B.

STEKETEE
Grocery

LOW RATES TO

'

’ ha

1

Grand Rapids

.

Event Sunday
Holland Interurban

Soc Hotmcl Trip
CAFE

VAN’S
JOHN HOFFMAN,

Prop

FRESH FRUITS
have
nave

VEGETABLES

and

H H

II

We
we

Both Phones

ft H

change every day.
aay. .Come
come m
in and
Meals. Short order and quick

a

try our regular
services.

Special dinner every Sunday 25 CBnts,

«

•

Listen—

*
J

We want every person in this City and the United
States who are troubled with Indigestion, Chronic Con-

To every person using CY-CLO-NIA we guarantee
not your money gladly refunded, feen’t
that fair?
its merits.

V
V
We know
% Nowto help you, if

!

Call the druggist and tell

him

to send

you a package

CY-CLO-NIA at once. “Remember a Guarantee In
Every Package.” Druggists wanted everywhere to sell

of

and tonic. Call or write for particulars. Price 17 oz. package 75c.

this great laxative

t
X
X
I
i

Cyclonia Food Co.,

ly

For sale only by The Gerber Drug Co., The “Nyal" Store
Open

till

midnight every night, Holland, Mich.

'ii

iv'J,-:,;

v'‘-:
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
After the meeting the members were tor of the above named church. They
intertwined at the store of J. Haan.
will make their future homes here.

When

FARk MACHINERY.

Incident to the reciprocity controversy, in which farmers and farming
play so prominent a part, it is interesting to note the change which has
been brought- about in less than threefourths of a century in farm management. Comparatively speaking, it is
not very long ago that farm machinMr. and Mrs. Ed VandenBerg Suin ery was practically unknown. Hay
day.
was cut- by hand, the mow.ers and
their scythes working hard to do
Mr. L. Bouman and family _ what a1 team with i moderate priced
Holland called on bis father Sunday. mowing machine would do in a quarMr. and Mrs. Henry Bouman o ter of the time. The truth about it is
that there wa svery little farm maHolland visited Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit chinery used previous to 1850. At

the new Second Reformed
church in Zeeland was nearing completion the officers began to perfect
East Sacgatuck
plans for securing a pipe organ that
The Misses Fannie and Minnie
would be a credit to the church and
to Zeeland. The building is one of Belt, Mrs. Ed Fredericks and Mr.
the most modern church edifices in OeJen of Holland were the guests o.
this part of the state and is extremely

ZEELAND.
Tony DeKruif, who lias been at
West Baden. Ind, taking the baths,
is again ar home.

original in architecture. The acoustics of the building are said to be
practicallyperfect and since some of
the best musical talent in Zeeland is
representedin that church the pipe
organ will be put to very good use.

Henry Veneklassen will build one
Applicationwas made to Andrew
.of the finest residences in the city of Carnegie to help swell the fund and
H. Brink
,
that time the way of raising crops
-Zeeland,near the brick yards.
a favorablereply has just been rewas pretty much the same as it alMr.
Henry
Woordhnisand
son
of
ceived.
Mr.
Carnegie
promises
to
send
Before a large audience Thursday,
ways had been. The corn and potain the splendid new church edifice, a check of $1,250 with the usual con- Grand Rapids visited relatives here toes were hoed, not cultivated.Mowftev. W. Moerdyk. D.D.. formerlyof ditions attached, one of them being last week.
ers, reapers, tedders, loaders, potato
Zeeland, was las night installedas the that the church raise an equal amount
diggers, etc., were not in use. FarmA
pretty
wedding
took
place
at
to
be
devoted
to
the
purchase
of
an
pastor of the Grandville Reformed
ing -as laborious business, and, by
-church. Rev. C. Kuyper of Grand organ. It is expected that the canvass the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vender the way, farm products did not
Kapids was in charge of the ceremony will easily furnish that sum and per- Meer, when Miss Johanna Woord’bring as much then as they do now
and he was assistedby Rev. H. Hame- haps more and the church hopes to huis and Fred Artz were united in ad ays.
have
the
organ
within
about
six
link of Grand Haven, who gave the
Now every thrifty farmer has
marriage in the presence of about
installationaddress; Rev. J. Brock of months.
good deal of machinery and its use is
This is the second church in this 100 relativesand friends. The
Muskegon, who addressedthe pastor,
constantly being extended. More
and Rev. J. Barker of the Congrega- community that has been aided by young couple stood under an arch over, farm machinery is growing
tional church, who gave an address in Mr. Carnegie, the other being the M. of green and white from which hung cheaper. A mowing machine used to
E. church of this city to which organithe American language.
a large bell which showered rice up- cost twice what it costs today,
J. Poest who, during last summer zation a similar sum was donated last
statistician in the Department of Lafall toward the buying of a beautiful on them after the ceremony. Many
built a neat reservoir near the west
bor is the authority for the statement
pipe organ. Add to this the money beautiful presents were received.
limits of Zeeland, received 2000 rain
that the cereal crons collected in 1899
bow trout from the Interior Depart- that the steel king gave to Hope col- The young couple will reside in the cost for their productionabout $473
ment at Washington. Mr. Poest has lege for the building of Carnegiehall house owned by Mr. B. Kalmink. 000,000. and if the methods of 1840
and the sum that Carnegie has in« planted the fish in the pond.
had been employed in their producvested in local institutionswill be Mr. Artz will work on the farm of tion, the cost would have been over
Because an old cistern in a field found to be considerable.
Mr. \ ander Meer the coming sum- $880,000,000. If this estimate is cornear Zeeland had become clogged
Wm. Oseewaarde is in Chicago on mer.
rect it costs about half now what it
-with earth and refuse a valueable
horse belonging to G. J. Xykamp was business.
A very pretty wedding occurredat would have cost if the methods of
two-thirds of a century ago were still
nearly lost to the owner. Xykamp
Mr. Schermer of Holland was in the home of Fred Bouwman, when emplqyed. A correspondingadvance
was plowing the field yesterday when
bis daughter. Lizzie, was united in
the horse stepped on a rotten cover the city T uesday.
marriage to Mr. Gerrit Henry Brink. has been made in the dairyingacof a cistern and sank down into it.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Faber of The ceremony was performed by Rev. tivities.where coolers and separators
Because of its struggles the animal Beaverdam moved Tuesday from W. D. VanDerWerp, pastor of the and various other appliances lighten
became badly wedged in the cistern
East Saugatuck ChristianReformed- the work and improve the product.
and the labor of several men was re- that place to Zeeland and will reside church. About sixty relatives and The advance made in three score and
quired for an hour or two to extricate on Maple street.
friends were present. The pretty ten years in methods and machinery

Sunday.

are nowhere more marked than on
the farm. Agricultural facilities have
Prof. Keppel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rapids was in the city Tuesday.
been improved. Steam, gasoline and
‘G. Keppel of Zeeland, has been elected
electricity U» run all manner of staThe monthly meeting of the Wo-•a fellow' of the American Association
tionary machines are in regular use
for the Advancement of Science. Prof. men’s Mission society will be held m‘*esu nort*1 ^ ^ere. The wedding
all over the country on the modern
march
was
played
by
Miss
Francis
.Keppel is at present professor of tomorrow afternoonat the chapel
Vos, niece of the bride. Many valu- farms.
-mathematics at the University of
the First Reformed church.
able presents were received.
Florida at Gainesville.Mr. Keppel
STEAMER GOES TO CUBA.
.is ^ graduate of Hope College.
Mr. Bouwens who was ill for some
The little steamer H. A. Root
CRISP.
. John W. Goozer was in Grand Rap- time is able to he out again.
The Christian Reformed church of cleared from Detroit for Havana,
ads Friday.
A letter has been received by rela- this place has extended a call to Rev. Cuba, this week, where she will be
Mae LaHuis of Ypsilanti was in the tives of Mr. and Mrs. John Spyker, Wm. Borgman of Munster. Illinois. u-ed in the sand trade out of Havana
city visitingat the home of her paMr. and Mrs. Frank Brandsen of harbor. The steambarge Root was
rents Mr. and Mrs. A. La Huis, on Sr., of Zeeland who have been spend- Holland spent Sunday with relatives built in Saugatuck by Captain Ralph
ing the winter at Redlands,Cal., an- in this vicinity.
•Central avenue.
Brittain in 1886 and for many years
H. Brummel and G. Schoterman of nouncing that they are now on their
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Redder of was owned and operated by him. She
is 114 feet long. 25 feet beam with a
_ .Grand Rapids were in the city Sunday. way home, stopping at points of in- Holland spent Sunday with their partonnage of 198 gross, 161 net. For a
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
K.
Redder.
/Hirv. B. T. Brinkman of Pella, la., terest and expect to arrive in ZeeMiss Bessie Kraai. who is working number of years she was owned by
ctnwFirtSfc'dservices of the Second land about May 18.
in Holland, spent Sunday with rela- the Cream City Sand company of Mil’• Reformed chur^b Sunday.
waukee and was later sold to Captain
The Juniors of the Zeelond High tives in this vicinity.
Mrs. L. JC*n Ingen and son Louis
T. E. Donohue of Detroit, who used
Miss
Henrietta
Plaggermars
is
of Holland were in the city Sunday school held a County Fair in the La- spending a couple weeks with rela- her in the Lake Erie sand carrying
dies’ Good Will hall, which was so
- visiting- relatives.
trade. She will hereafter carry sand
tives in Holland.
in Cuban waters.
Mx.amd Mrs. B. Underhill and chil- successful that they cleared above all
The Root is one of the well known
dren, who were spending the winter expenses $25.
GRAAFSCHAP.
months in San Antonia Texas, are in
Monday,
Mr. and Mrs. John Rut- fleet of Saugatuck lumber steamers
At a meeting of the common counthe city visitingat the home of Mr.
gers commemorated the fifty-second and plied between the east shore ports
.-and Mrs. A. De Kruif on Church cil of Zeeland in the city hall the anniversary of their marriage at their and Chicago for a number of years.
[
following were appointed by that suburban home in Graafschap,three Many Grand Haven sailors have occupied berths on her and she has often
G. Van Lapek has returned from body: City Marshal, Wm. Hieftje, miles southwest of Holland. They traded in and out of this port. Howhave
the
unique
distinction
of
being
. a business trip to Chicago.
who is appointed for the second time
the third in the Rutgers family which ever upon the death of Captain BritMrs. John Cook was in Grand Rap- street commissioner,Joe Nederveld
tain his well known fleet was sold
passed the golden — edding goal.
ids Friday.
also for the second time; president Mr. and Mrs. Rutgers came to and separated and the Saugatuck built
\Wm. VVetoliethas moved from Lin- pro tem of the council, D. Van Loo; Graafschap in 1847 and in 1859 were boats are now scattered all over the
great lakes, in trades of varying sorts..
coln to Elm street.
for health officer, Dr. H. A. Rigter- married in the village church. Mr.
The steamer Root was the first ship
L. E. Azengia was in Vridsland
Rutgers was the first township treasink; special assessors, Benj Neerken
to clear from the great lakes for salt
Friday.
urer of Laketown, holding the office
water this season. She will go down1
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. J. Veldheer, and Bert Van Loo, A motion was for eighteen consecutive years, and in the St. Lawrence river, down the
carried that a committee of ihree be pioneer days made the journey to Ala son.
coast to New York and thence along
Walter Haan, son of William Haan, appointed to investigate in regard to legan on foot to make his returns to the south coast to Cuba. — Grand
the county treasurer.
was severely injured by a horse which the cost of maintaining the water
Mrs. Rutgers has the distinctionof Haven Tribune.
kicked him in the face. He suffered system and compare the present
being the first school teacher in the
a broken nose and cheek bone and meter rate with the previous flat rath. schools at Otsego in the early fifties.
.severe cuts.
As such committee were appointed Thev are resoectively seventy-six and
THE POULTRY YARD.
Frank- Peters, principal of the
seventy-oneyears of age.
Good, clean runs are a delight to
schools at East Holland, has resigned the following aldermen: Karten, Ver
---- -*«»•
the hens.
and Peter De Weerd has been ap- Huge and Veneklassen- Mayor
Weil Olive
Sometimes litter gets so filthy that
pointed to fill the vacancy.
Kamps presided at the meeting.
it is worse than none.
News has been received of the
ProfessorRooks of Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. B. Scholten are in
Turkey eggs set this month should
has bought of Harmon Vrieling the
death of William Stone, a former give good salable carcasse sor ChristNorth
Blendon
visiting friends and
line 20-acre farm known as the Huisresident of Olive township, in Garmas feasts.
gen farm, and will spend his vacations relativesfor a couple of days.
den City, Kansas. Mr. Stone has
Leave it to the old hen to pick out
there.
Henry De Free and John H. De
best nest to lay in. She can do
For the accommodationof the Free were in Grand Rapids Monday been engaged in the cattle business the
in the west for a number of years it better than you can.
farmer members, Rev P. P. Cheff has on business.
Two sprinklings a week with kerobut he still has many relatives and
announced that after June 4 the mornsene
oil should keep the house free
John De Jouge made a business friends in this community.
ing Sunday service will begin at 9:30
from insect pests. But he thorough.
and that the Sunday school will meet trip to Grand Rapids Monday.
Get the screens over the windows
at 11 o'clock, immediately after the
now, so that intruders will not disFor
the accommodation of the farJenison
Park
church services. The afternoonserturb your favorites while they are
vice will be at 2:30 and the evening at mer members, Rev. P. P. Cheff has
Miss Helen Tinholt, oldest daugh asleep at night.
7:30.
announced that after June 4 the
Are you troubled witH crows about
Scarlet fever has broken out at morning Sunday service will begin ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tinholt who run your chicken vard? Cover the pens
East Holland and several families are at 9-30 and that the Sunday school the Lake Shore Dairy was married with wire netting. That will fool the
under quarantine. Measles have again
will meet at II o’clock, immediately to Mr. floffmeyer of Holland last thieves.
put in a nappearance at Beaverdam
Wednesday. The wedding cake Overfeeding must he avoided,as
and Vriesland. The epidemic of after the church services. The af- distributed among friends who were must also underfeedingEither exmeasles in this city which imprisoned ternoon service will be at 2:30 and
treme will stunt the growth of the
not able to be there was appreiciated
a large number of families has sub- the evening at 7:30.
young stack. •
sided, and at present but few houses
and in return their many friends
Can’t expect to succeed with broody
The Young Peoples Society of the
remain under quarantine.
join with the News in wishing them hens, incubators and little chicks,
The members of the Young Peo- First Christian Reformed church a long happy wedded life. Both these davs, unless we stay close at
home to meet all emergencies.
ple’s society of the First Christian will hold their annual festival on
are popular young people.
Feed very little soft feed and you
Reformed church surprised Peter Van next Thursday evening, May 11, at
Den Bosch by gathering at his home the above named church. Delegates Mr. and Mrs. Vander Haide and will raise more chicks. If you must
in this city and presenting him with a
Mr. Longtine have the deepest sym- feed soft stuff don’t throw it upon
fine secertary.Rev. D. R. Drukker of the other churches of this vicinity
the ground. Feed it in a small trough
pathy of all their friends.
made the presentationspeech. Mr. are invited to attend the festival.
or on a clean hoard.
Mrs. Hughes is very ill.
In heaw-soil localities, gapes are
Van Den Bosch led the church meet- Special music will be rendered.
ings during the time the church was
Mr. and Mrs. Mills have moved apt to attack young chicks, especially
The dedication of the new Second
when quartered on damp, heavy
-without a nastor and it was in recogfrom Jenison to Virginia Park.
ground. In light, sandy soils this disnition of his good work that the gift Reformed church will take place on
Mr. Irving has moved the Ross ease is practicallyunknown.
was presented.
Friday, Mav 12. Two meetings will
Look suspiciouslv at eggs that have
A meeting will be held at an early be held on that day, one in the af- Boat Livery building close to his
betta laid in a stolen nest. They may
date to determinethe time and place
ternoon and the other in the even- cottage. The small buildings have he all right, but test them carefully,
for holding the annua.}meeting of the
been moved from the Park to Mr. lest you lead some one who buys them
"“Old Settlers’ Association,”which ing. The Rev. Wm. Moerdyk, D.
meets ever-’ vear. Of a narty of 23 D., formerly pastor of the church Ayers home and will be used on his to say things that will make your ears

I'"'

nt.

Lambertus Schipper of Grand

feature of the evening was the overturning of the wedding hells, showering the couple with rice. They will
reside on the groom’s farm, three

of
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Big Farm Bargain!

A'

”

120 Acres, near Moline, Mich. All improved except 15 acres, hardwod timber.

•

All thevery best of soil, but some of it
quite rolling, but can easily be worked.
•

This

is

known

as

w1?6!!

larL
?nCe Wfl

one

of

the best stock, and grain

of
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basement barn, and a smaller
etc On account of death af the owner,

windmill,

S4
Make

a

farms in

that

aerts. Also large
t*00*,7 room hou“
Oh?
one. Large granary,hen house, well

\fi2e app,e or^h“d

nV

with

this

•place most be

*

f“n **
couple thousand dollars by buying this place.

John Weersing
and Insurance

Real Estate

Holland, Mich.

Fred Boone
Livery, Sale and Feed Stable
Best Carriages,fast gentle boises,
lewest prices. Special care given

to

boarding horses, either by the day or
by the
horses

month. Always have good
for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
and

FUNERALS

209 Central

Avenue

for

Citizens Phone

WEDDING

numimit.

1034, BiBPktie 26

*
p-V

-'

.

1

j"
i

•

iAtreet.

who met

*

in 187 and formed the organization and celebrated the fortiethanniversary of their coming to this section, there are but eight living,they
being: Joost Westrate and Peter
Huyser of Beaverdam,Albert T.
Huizinga, Cornelius Van Lno, Covert
Keppel, John W. Groozen Jacob Den
Herder and John P. DePree of Zeeland. The first celebration was held
in Zeeland, as was the meeting last
year. These festivities are in the nature of a festival, held in the open air,
.and is attended by large numbers.

At the annual meeting of the Zeeland Firemen department, the following officers were elected:James Cook,
chief; Jacob Meeboer, assistant chief;
AVilliam Hicftje,secretary,and M. C.
Ver Hage, treasurer. On account of

the

resignationof Johannes Pyl.
whose term expires on account of

reachingthe age limit, John L. Huy-.
*er was elected to fill vacancy. Mr.
Pyl has served the company for more
than thirty years. Mr. Cook, the
chief, served as chief since 1900. The
' company has a membership of 25.

and now of Grandville, will assist
in the dedication. The local pastors
will give addresses in the evening.
Special music will be rendered by
the choir of the church under the
leadership of C. J. Den Herder, at
both meetings.

Cor. of-Gramfe River Av«v and Gotewoldi

St

Detroit, Mich.
POSTAL HOTEL COMPANY, F„d

$125,000.00
Decorating.

ft*.!, ft*..,

F. A.

Co.Am. . S«.

expanded in. Remodafing, Refurnishing, and

THE FINEST CAFE WEST OF NEW YORK
Servico:

A La

Catrte at

Popular Prices

city,

A itriedy modern and of-to-dat*HoteL Centrallylocated in
the very heart of the

“AWliere Life

is

v

Worth Living”

NOTHING BETTER AT OUR RATES

Don't Let the Elusive Dollars
Get away from you by paying high prices for your Furniture

burn.

Poultry house.

Mr. Longtine

HOTEL GRISWOLD

is

building an

Au

toraobile Garage.

Mr. Volkema has moved on the
Holland road near Frank Thomson’s.

Baby Chicks

for

Sale

Single comb white, brown and
buff leghorns, and Rhode Island
Mr. Gould has arrived and is very
Reds at the
bnsy with the repairing of his buildHOLLAND HATCHERY.
ings at Lake Side Inn, where he has
pure stock, lowest price, free circulars.
several
fine
summer
cottages
and
Rusk
W. Van Appeldorp,Citx. Phone 4109— 5r.
md a first class Hotel. Mr* and Mrs.
Two weddings took place at the Burt went to Milan, Mich., a short
parsonage of the Christian Reformed
ime ago to attend the funeral of Mr;
For Sale — Michigan Farm
okurch when Lambert Holstege, son
Burt's grandmother,Mrs. A. A.
120-acre clay loam and black dirt farm, 28 mile*
>f Mr. and Mrs. John Holstege was
north of Grand Rapids Mich; good 10-room house
Crandall.
large bam, greenhouse, windmill, spring and
ini ted in marriage to Miss Aggie
60 bearing apple trees and more good apWalter McCarthy, who has been brook:
ple and fruit land; 10 acres cleared.10 acre lake
Groenhof, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
partly
on
place, balance timber; R. R. station
>n the eick list has recovered. N
Glerrit Groenhof of this place and Aland market 1-2 miles; farm tools included; price
The latest arrival is Mrs. Dr.
ee Meyer was united ir marriage tc
nMSSSil, Owner.
06 N. Ottawa St., Qrand Rapids,Mich.
Vrend Styf, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jeougs who owns the Lake Hein
Arend Slyf, Sr., oj Blendon. Sever- ottage.
d relativesof the two couples witMr. and Mrs. Roggie of Chicago
)r CJell's Antiueot.
icssed the seremony which was per- isve rented theN. Van IDer Heide
' Luuc for all Skin Dus
brmed by the Rev. Wm. Hole, pas place.

vm

Remember we

can furnish your house from

garret to basement very reasonably.

When you'need Furniture, call on

us.

Rinok & Co.
58-60 East Eighth St.

Holland, Mich.

2

Advertising in the News pays. Try

it

CI

-

-
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th* tDftvltiibleend, Tex contewe* that which came on at Interralt when Dill
his manicuringbills had driven him to talked; not that Turkey ordinarily
j theft * Manicuring always has been
had a whole lot to say, but in his
! ftnd always will be one of the greatest
great loneliness and longing he told
j dangers to male humanity.
Just how sweet a girl Mary Brown
Mary showed philanthropy by buy- was. Jones didn’t seem much Inter] ing a tombstone for Tex. It was a
ested; anyhow, not enough to cry In
i plain marble shaft which, on one
sympathy with Turkey, but agreed
I

•

The Conquering of Secorro

n

l

_

By ROY

NCRTON

side, read:..

- J

URKEY

"Tex Grlgagy. Who met death suddenly October 19, 1887."
On the other side It said:
"Erected by his sorrowing friend.
Mary Brown, who does manicuring
and Marcelling In the latest fashion.
Have you used Smith’s Hair-restorer
There was one modest thing partlo
ularly noticeable about Mary Brown
She never bragged of all the cities
back east she must have seen, nor in-

BILL. That'i cause the section-hands weren’t well
what thej called him, up on carpentering.
because he looked like
In addition to her halr-oll business,
that frmcefifl bird. Had Mary opened up a manicureshop, and
the same Innocence ol at night she rented it for dances and
eye, same craning ol such. But the manicure enterprise
skin-bedecked neck, and was the most successful thing ever
same general air of cu- opened in Socorro, because apparently terpolated into a conversation "When
riosity. When Socorro all cowpunchers on the range had I was In Wichita, Kan.,’’ or said "You
was young there were been In great distressfor manicuring ought to see the swell stores In Omaha. They're Just grand." There was
hut lour Inhabitants to before she came.

nothing boastful about her In this rewitness the Incoming ol
Some of them were overly disgard.
But, although she never even
the Overland; Bill, being a visitor, tressed. Sklnk Billings, when he first
went along, and that's why he happen- visited Socorro, had his nails attended mentioned where she came from, men
felt this superiority.
to five times In one afternoon. Then
ed to see her first
Turkey Bill resolved to travel and
When a man gets in the habit of fix- he had a fight with Kentucky Smith
get a liberal education thereby. He got
ing his gaze on nothing more than on the sand in front of the place, bea chance, after much effort, to get
•and, and plenty of It, the sight of a cause the latter alleged an unfair deal,
“Sweet Young Thing” is apt to stun and Sklnk reckoned"a feller could git through to Kansas City with a stocktrain. He was a pretty wise sort, and
him for a moment. When she alight- his hands pruned Just as soon and
knew that the widely traveled man aled, Turkey was stunned into a stolidi- as often as he could dig up the price.”
ways has an edge on the fellow who
ty in comparisonwith which a canned
Mary Brown^ separated them, took
has never been out of his own terrisardine would have seemed highly ac- them Inside, and an hour later sent
tory.
tive. That kind of an Immobility them forth arm In arm, the best of
But BUI didn't have a very good
wherein the lower Jaw droops and ex- friends, and each with pockets bultime. He wasn’t quite sure what kind
poses the back fillingof teeth, if ging with hair-restorerat one dollar
of a game would be braced on him
there are any. He watched the "Sweet per. That was only a mild example.
In his absence. He saw all the big
Young Thing," and she having small
Things got so bad that there weren’t buildings In Kansas City, and rode on
heed for hla inspection or threatened a dozen punchers In the district who
paralysis,watched the train pull out. could tie a hog-knot on a steer. Their
"Here, you,” she said. "Where’s the fingers were too sore from excessive
hotel?" That awoke him. He removed manicuring; but they were a game
his hat, Inspected the sweat-band, lot. A man’s hands might get too tenmade four distinct attempts at speech, der for work, hut It was never a painthen fell to scratching his bald scalp ful operation to have them held by
In lieu of hair, that ornamental but Mary, although she never clutched
useless covering having disappeared palms except professionally. She was
In partnership with the fleeting years. a real artist, all right, and believed In
He was divided between an Insane de- art for money’s sake. But there came
sire to expectorate and a wish to a time when the quick of the range
straighten the knotted handkerchief began to be exposed, and to this caaround his neck, and then bolted Into lamity, also, Mary was equal. She
words.
opened a halr-dresslng shop, and In"Ain't no hotel nowhere here," he vented "Marcelling."
replied. “Ain’t nothin’ much, nohow.
Long before It had ever beeq heard
P’raps you might git put up over at of In the east there wasn't a cowman
Hank Williams’ cabin. He’s got a in that part of Arizona who felt himwoman that sometimes hands out a self equipped for a dayls work with
snack for the boys."
mere ordinary straight hair. A weary
Acting as a guide, he carried her rider would turn in from his hard 12
baggage to the Williams abode. And hours' round, saddle a fresh mustang,
in these Incidents were the mo- and lope 40 miles by the light of the
moon, explaining his departure to the
mentous beginnings of Socorro.
Her name was Mary Brown. A very foreman by a curf’Got ter go ter Soha'r and hooks
uncommon name, too, and one that corro ter git
did credit to the direct simplicity of fixed.” and that settled It.
Arizona. Why she came no one
It Isn’t commerce and manufacture
knew; what she was there for no one Ing .that makes a city. That was
knew. But that wasn’t a secret very proven by Socorro. It’s manicuring
and Marcelling.Before Mary Brown
long. ^ She was taking orders for a
hair-restorerthat was guaranteed to came there were Just three shacks in
grow fuzz on anything, from Turkey Socorro. Before she had been there
Bill to a Mexican dog. All that was six months there were 30. Most every
necessary was to buy and apply cattleman had his town cabin, and
once a sheepman tried to break in.
Inside, business

main

silent.

An explanation hail
ever been given had It not been for
the presence of mind of Sklnk BUI*
logs. The conductorhad repeatedly
shouted "ah-h-o-o-ad,"
and was in the
act of giving an exasperated signal to
the engineer when Sklnk seized him.
The conductor was a husky gent having twisted brakes by way of education before they knew anything about
hot air In railway matters. He gave
battle vigorously,and with prospects
of success, until Sklnk turned the
tide by dragging out a big gun hither*
to used on refractorycteers.
Then the conductorarbitrated,and
decided It was more healthy to wait s
few minutes. He wanted to accommodate both the train-dispatcherand
Sklnk, but the latter was closer. The
conductor accompanied Sklnk back to
the rear platform, and Sklnk was so
companionablethat he held tightly to
the conductor's coat-collaras the la^
ter advanced In front of him.
Seeing this turn of events. Jones
shoved himself forward and made *
speech.
It Is doubtful If

''You fellows are a set of suckers,’*
he said. "What do you care where
Mary Brown goes?"
Turkey Bill's chest expanded as hw
broke in with an answer. "Caref'
Care? You un-MarcelledPlutei L
may os well tell you this here Miss
Brown"— with the emphasis on the
Miss— "1b ingaged ter marry me. Tia
the bully boy that ceres som©.”
Every man on the platform turned
a flerj- gaze on Turkey. Some Instinctively dropped hands on their holsters.
Some were amazed. It looked tricky*
and like an undertable deal.
, The voice of Jones, Jn loud, full|

j

j

*

1

lunged, derisivelaughter,broke the silence.

"Engaged to marry you, eh? WelV
that’s good! That’s one reason why
she’s going back east with me. She'sunder arrest. She ran a matrimonial
bureau before she came here, has one
' husband living, and is engaged tc
14 other gents back there, from all of
• whom she's got money. And all tha*
backwoods counties aren't beard from'
yet; but I'm cloaing the polls right.:

now. I'm an

officer,

> g

I

and reckon Tmu

a

due to get about $8,000 reward for this'
trip, and, by the way, I'm much obliged
to you for the pass. It helped somel'*
Jones opened the Pullman door and
pushed Mary Inside, politely bowing
and lifting his hat to the Socorroans.
as he disappeared.The conductor, be**
Ing forgotten,waved his hand high lin
the air, with two fingersdosed in tni*

conductorlan Delsartlsm, and ths
wheels revolved while Socorro stood
stunned and speechlessIn utter bsrv*
wildermeni
They stood and watched the Mst
vestige of smoke and dust as the train
| pulled out of sight Then Sklnk BUI*
1 tngs planted himself In front of Turkey BUI and said very gently: "Pard,
was ye lyin' about that bein’ l&r.^

'

To one on the

boiled shirt She seemed on th6'p*lftfcof addressing her Admirers, but * low
word from Jonsey induced her to Re-

she must be a "hummer."
tened attentively to all these details.
Jones said he had consumption, but He was like every other man that
didn’t have money enough to set to came near Socorro— got the Mary
a warmer climate, although some of Brown bug as soon as he hit the camp.
his best friends had recommended him He bought one of Mary's photographs,
to go there. He wanted Bill’s advice and put It carefully in his Inside
as to what a man in such a delicate pocket, thus confirming his Initiation
state of health and pocketbookought Into the secret order of Mary Browns.
to do. Jones had a good deal of
Mrs. Hank sighed and smiled as he
money once, but had lost It doing good departed, believing that she had
for other folks. Anyway, that’s what added another steady customer,and
he said.
began calculating how long It would
The more things they found to buy be before he would appear to have his
In this Union avenue place, the more own picture taken, with a red heart
sympathetic and sorry Turkey Bill be- at two bita extra. Then she fell to
came. He didn't have much money wondering how a bust photograph
left, having paid cash for the phono- would look. All the others she had
graph, and being compelled to bid taken had been full-length, with a cigpretty high in the auction-store for arette or gun In hand. The only novthe opera-glasses,because the other elty she had was one of "Tennyson
fellow knew they were such a bar George"— so-called by the boys begain; but he was entitled to take an- cause he was a "poeticalsort of cuss."
other man back on his stock pass, Tennyson had his taken with a little
and, having formed a real love for bow and arrow he rigged up for the
Jones, offered to take him along. Tur- occasion, a cute little grin, and a pair
key reckoned If Jones wanted a warm of turkey-wings. The boys aaid he
climate, there wasn’t but one hotter was trying to look like some kind of
than Arizona; but he hoped Jonsey an angel, but maybe that was because
wouldn’t have to go to that extreme. they were Jealous.
They had a nice trip west, and
But coming back to Jones— when he
Jones’ cough kept getting better; but emerged from the art gallery he
that hasn't anything to do with the couldn't help but notice how everystory. Most of the boys were glad to j body was headed for the station. Of
see Turkey back, or pretended they i course, he knew by that that the train
were. They took Jones in because be was due. He hesitated between a de-

my

enough.

She remembered the very day and
and time that Mary arrived,how
she was dressed, what kind of luggage
she carried,and what was in the luggage. This tatter because Mrs. Hank
got confidential with Jonsey and admitted having opened Mary’s gripsack
and scanned its contents.Jonsey listrain

Biit he died.

gaged?"

Within six months there were five
^
saloons, two general merchandise
“Not by a hellufaalght!"came the
stores, and an undertakingestablishsturdy response. "An', what’s more,
ment, In combination with a drug
although we was keepin’ it a close so* *
store and doctor's shop. The
cret, being under promise, I give her
railway put In stock-runs, because
$200 to buy a Ingagement ring with.” '
there arose a unanimous petitionthat
More blank amazement, and' then.'
this be made a shipping-station.
loud voices In speech. A close tally*
Before Mary came, Mrs. Hank Wildisclosed the fact that of 27 men prealiams, wife of the section-boss,had
ent, 19 had furnished various sums for'
been the .natural social leader of the
the same purpose; 19 had promised
camp, but she lost her hammerlock on
absolute secrecy, and the eight other*,
men's hearts and adulations when
outside the engagementguild had.
Mary came. Marcelling necessitatesa
• loaned sweet Mary Brown money with,
half-Nelson on the subject,much betwhich to bring out her little brothers,
touched by the gentle confidence with ter than a mere handhold, and there
and sistersfrom the east
which she told him that she was an wasn't a man In the country whose
1 Turkey Bill silentlystepped to thw
orphan and the only support of a large heart had not palpitatedbeneath
edge of the platform, drew from A
family of brothersand sisters away Mary's gentle touch, while he was getr
pocket In his shirt a three-by-four
back east. Of coarse, as she admitted, ting his hair waved. It was adphotographof Mary Brown, which ho
she wasn’t a very good business wom- vantageous, too, because, as Tex said:
tore to tatters and scattered to the
an, but she had been told that all "It beats the devil how much hair will
winds. Twenty-sixother men lined
around Socorro were men who were stand."
themselves up and followed his excrying for hair-restorer.
Mrs. Hank was of a Jealous disposiample.
Turkey ordered a couple of cases, tion. She didn’t know much about the
Twenty-seven
filed— Indian,
and when he rode back to the Talley manicuringgame, having been a farmfashion—
to
the
"Cowman’s
Rest," and
that night wept unrestrainedtears hand before she Joined fates with Wilpreparedfor the night which was toover the big family of orphans that liams. But she was a mighty lucky
be the most memorable in Socorro's;
must starve unless all the range woman. Once she drew a prize card In
history, while a wise spider began,
bought freely pf the remedy.
a can of baking-powder,and got a
weaving cobwebs over the window-"If she’d been an agent for tick three-by-four camera. And from that
panes through which Mary Brown had!
dip," he said to himself, "she might she waxed prosperous, but no fatter.
“SHE NEVER CLUTCHED PALMS EXCEPT PROFESSIONALLY "
been wont to smile. And In the dawn,
make good; or even dope for sheep, She always was fat, anyhow, so that
didn’t matter. She opened what she bought a phonograph and a pair of gilt seemed a pretty good sort of fellow, sire to see the great daily event or as he started for the ranch, Tennyson.
hut hair-restorer? Humphl"
.opera glasses for Mary, and got ready and, In spite of his being such a destiIn rather a halting way he explained called a "High Art Gallery and StuMary Brown. Finally he decided George, with a piece of charcoal^
the situationto his men when he ar- dio.” The boys laughed at It, be- to go home. Traveling wasn't what It tute sort of chap, he certainly was a this was Just his chance, as probably wrote upon her door:
liberal spender.
rived home, and If his reputation for cause It wasn’t so high, after all, be- was cracked up to be.
there wouldn't be any one at Mary’s. "Mary was a little lam,
Turkey would have liked to stay
Jones wanted to go with Turkey to He was pretty cunning.
keeping his word and being a gentle- ing on the ground floor.
And great upon the borrow;
Mary acted kind of mean about that. longer, because there was a wax- visit Mary Brown, but Turkey was a
man of surprising good aim had not
Just as the last of a lot of empty
She gathered all the fleece we had.
prevailed, It is probable the Star Ske never had her picture taken, and works show he had mtesed, but he littleselfish In that respect He went beer kegs were being put into the
And dam near broke Socorro.”
ranch outfit would have had funerals when Turkey tried to act tip a mission- was lonesome,and wasn't used to alone, and took his presents with Him. express car, the spectators of the
He wanted to His new friend didn't seem to mind, passing of the train were fairly petrito attend the next day. As It was, the ary in the cause she bucked outright; these down-easterners.
There have been but two other exgrins were all of the furtive sort said she’d “be hanged If she would." talk to some one, but they were all too though. He was becoming real popu- fied by thd* greatest sight ever seen
citing events In the history of Socorro.
Then curiosity got the better of the A bunch of people that want anything busy. He finally found the freight of- lar for a tenderfoot, and before midu man was hanged
men, and from that time on the trail bad enough get It So the people in fice, where he was to get a return | night every one cabled him "Jonsey." j unco^hlng, genu/ bu^flmlv^alW^! The
T* first
“T was
W“ when
Wnen tt man wa* httnSed
stock pass, and by this time was so He sang some, an
to Socorro began to show signs of this case bribed Mrs. Hank.
nFthe boys, to show 1 with Mary’ Brown toward the rear
telegraph P01*
attempting ta
,
She snap-shottedMary, and then nervous that when the man who ap- good feeling, tried their best to help. platform of the train. And, worst of sell a new and wonderful hair-restorAs a heart-breaker, Mary Brown, surreptitiously bartered the photo- parently bossed the railroad barked Their voices weren’t so very sweet, all, Mary didn't look as happy as a' er; the second was when a newly
sweet retiring,and ooy, would have grahps gained thereby, and added doby at him through a grating he was glad because most of the singing they had Juno bride. Indeed, she seemed arrived tenderfoot accidentally displayed a month-oldpaper containing'
made Cleopatraseem a mere black- dollars to her sack. Nobody objected it was there. Bill was afraid the man done was to sleeping steers,but they rather melancholy, and In tears.
the following:
would
bite.
When
he
tried
to
find
his
were
real
strong.
smith. Her fame spread for many a to the price, because five Is always
The cowmen looked at each other,
"Virginia Whalen, alias Katherine
Looking back over those early days, at Mary and at Jones. Etiquette forday’s ride, and It was astonishing how cheap for a “right strikin’ likeness" of contract, he fumbled so much that he
SL
Clair, alias Mary Brown, can be
dropped
all
the
papers
and
cigars
and
it seems odd how every man, as soon
many men there ware on the range a loved one, and these sure were
bade any Interference,if the couple
thankful that matrimonial-bureau
sufother things from -kls pocket on the as he landed In town, wanted somewho were In direful apprehensionof “strikin’."
wanted to eloph, but somehow It was
ferers are of such forgiving natures
thing done to his hands or hair. Jonsey all so sudden.
losing thslr sunburnt locks, although
Mary didn’t know about this, but she floor.
that, when properly settled with, they
That was the place' where Turkey was no exception. He went around to
most of them could have sported did know that the gallery was doing
Turkey Bill recovered first,Just as decline to prosecute. Yesterday sh*
met
the
real
kind
man.
He
showed
his
Mary Brown's early the next morning, Jones and Mary started up the rear
signs: "Hair to Let.”
business, because nearly every cuswas discharged from bond, and at the»
They came In cavalcades, and tomer presented her with his own pic- kindness by helping Bill^plck up the | but early as he was Turkey and. nine steps of the long, dusty Pullman.
same time learned of the death of her
scattered
documents,
and,
among
olh
others
were
ahead
of
him,
so
he
went
bought halr-ollby the gross. After ture. Most of them were mounted on
"See here. Jonsey!"Bill called, in a
husband, James Whalen. Today she;
the first shipment the whole range be- brown paper, with an arrow-pierced er things, the Mrs. Hank photograph away fully decided to come back later. half pleading way.
was Joined in the bonds of real matrix fcame odoriferous,and there wasn’t a heart, cut out of red tissue, pasted In of Mary Brown.
mony to one William Christian, for- "Likely-lookinggirl," quothxthe real
Piute In the country who hadn't drank the lower left-hand corner. Some of
merly a resident of Socorro, where hei*
Quarts of It donated by overstocked the boys played the game strong, and kind man, as he handed the picture art gallery of Mrs. Hank Williams.
Yes, It Is," came a voice from the
The conversationdrifted around rear. "We ain’t a^goln’ to allow no was best known as Turkey Bill. Thef*
cowmen. Had It contained alcohol It had two hearts pasted on the mount- back. That warmed the cockles of
could have been no more popular, •Ing. Mary didn’t care. She always Turkey Bill’s heart, If It had any. No- very naturally to the town pride. Mrs. dam, short-horned, sheep-herdin' ten- happy couple will make their future;*
even in a country where cologne was thanked them. Bnt the price of hair* body seems to know what "coddes" Hank could say some mighty mean derfoot from away back east in Kan- home in Alaska— far from the mad«dened crowd."
regardedas a fair beverage.
restorer. Marcelling,or manicuring are, but, anyway, Bill had them, If things In the same way a flea Jumps
sas City to come rolllkln’ onto this I (Copyright,1310, Frank
Nelson.)
anybody
did.
never
dropped.
feel
It’s
there
but
ctm’t
quite
put
your
Mary liked the country, so she built
range and run off with our Mary. She’s
The man seemed to be pretty well •finger on 1L And when she had such got ter give her consent We don’t
a cabin of great dimensions,not a ~kut to do her Justice one must adGirl Proves a Heroine.
barbaric thing of adobe, but with lum- mit she was real sympathetic. She posted about the town. He took Tur- a good listener, she preferred to dis- know but what you’re kldnapin’ of her
Miss Anna C. Bromley, who
ber shipped In from the west It cost felt bad when she got a note from key to a place on Union avenue where cuss Mary to high art. Her memory to hold us up fer a ransom.”
given a Carnegie medal and $2,000 foi
eleven hundred dollars,Turkey said, Tex Grigsby, who had been lynched they sold things to drink, and then for dates was somethingawful— someLoud cries of “That’s right! It
and he ought to know, because he for lifting cattle that didn’t belong to they got to he real good friends.The thing that would have made her an or- don’t go— It don’t goj" came from the educational purposes, says that wh«
she dived Into the water to rescue
loaned her the money. It was a one- him. Cashiers of banks have been stranger’s name was Jones, but he iolde nuisance In more staid communithrong. Mary smed pleased, and boy for which she was thus honored,
eyed cabin, because the man who in the same plight, so it wasn’t such wasn't a very formal man, and said he ties, where people don’t want all other
•bowed signs of regret and hesitancy •he was "frightened to death."
____
__
would allow Turkey to call him folks' to know on what day and hour
•hipped It forgot to fill the order for a disgrace.Where It hurt
Mary was
at taking this rash step under the be- she does not think she deserves
(lase, and It looked bow-legged, be* that In bis dylBf aajpyts, ap baffled "Jonesy.” Hs hgd a rea[ bad cough. they were born, or married.
g||^eqta of a man who wore a credit, but that Is the way
heroes win.
wouldn’thave looked very flattering
when Mary came. As a matter of historicalfact, Turkey Bill was the only
bald-headed man within 100 miles
and he didn’t belong to Socorro. He
was a cattlemanfrom thirty miles
away, and hitherto had never particularly bemoaned the loes of nor hankered for more hair. Baldnesshad been
a blessing,because It saved combing.
Mary was a retiringsort of girl, but
she didn’t have to work overtime to
Impress Turkey, because he was at
the old tin-can age where his affections were easily dented. He was
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His Life’s

Work Well Done.

Holland. Mich., April

WHELAN, PUBUSHEIS

Boot L Kramer Bldg.,8th

street.

Whereas,

Holland.Mich

$1.50 per year with a discount of 60c to
those paying In advance. Rates of Advertising
made known upon application'

Entered as second-class matter at the post
offloe at Holland, Michigan, under the act of
Congress March, 1897.

A Well Earned Rest

ill

work

at

education

Hope college, during tie

last 18 years of which
the

in

he

has servet

ution in the capacity

instil

c

president, Dr. Q. J. Kollen has re

signed at the age of 68 years to enupon that period of rest and re-

ter

tirementto which his services l,cs
justly entitled him. The announce-

ment
the

of this action

was tendered

Hope College Council

and although at
it as final,

first

lost

w<ek

loath to consider

the council

ultimately

the

of

1

office

which lie wi s
once. Thus to the college

President Emeritus to
elected at
is

saved the advice

and

council

the retiring president for what

hoped
to

r

will be a

come.

term

of

many

years

to hold his strength until next spring.
Mr VanDyke has received muoh encouragement. particularly from his
section of the county and says that

Dr. Kollen’s successor has

been named. During

coming

summer the new

will be appointed and

upon

oi

it

not yet

the

he

will enter

beginning

I

DOINGS AT THE LIFE
SAVING STATION.

through Zeeland, Allendale and A self bailing surf boat will be reJamestown and other townships he ceived within a few days by the Unitis gaining every day. A number of ed States life saving station and will
Republicans in this city and else- be a novelty in this port. The boat
where have informed Mr. VanDyke is 26 feet long and is propelledby

president

his duties before the

1911.

The

1

yielded to Dr. Kollen’s request only

upon his acceptance

27,

A#C!eve!andman, who has divorced
his wife, explained to the court that
he had to buy gowns costing $125
each for the lady, that she paid from
$25 to $75 each 'for her hats, that her
muff set him back $120 and that afre
insisted on having a $250 diamond
ring. Owing to the fact that he needed a few things to wear himself, had
to pay $40 a month for a flat and keep
a maid, not to ment.on the necessity
of patronizing the grocer and butcher,

Mrs. Samuel Sloan foreign mission-

resignationof Dr.
G. J. Kollen,.tendered to the council
of Hope College, has been accepted,
and
Whereas, The work that Dr. Kol?
len ha s done for the institution cannot
be estimated; and
Whereas, We believe that Dr/ Kollen could still be of valuable service he was unable to continue the arto the institution, for many yealTss, rangement on a salary pf J1.800 a
year. Some men seem to be such
therefore be it ,
Resolved, That we, the student poor managers.
body, express our sincere regret for
The Fruit Belt line, known as the
the action taken by our beloved presiKalamazoo, Lakeshore & Chicago, a
dait; and, further,be it
Resolved, That we express our steam road linking South Haven and
hearty appreciationfor the services Kalamazoo by way of Hartford, has
renderedin the past; and, further, this week been sold to the Michigan
United Railroad system of Detroit,
be it
Resolved, That a copy of these reso- who will make an electric line out of
lutions be sent to Dr .Kollen; also it, thus affording that company a
that a copy of these resolutions be direct line from Detroit to South
published in The Anchor and in the Haven which will make the latter
place an importantterminal and make
local papers
it an outlet for both passenger and
(Signed)
'• THE STUDENTS’ COUNCIL. freight traffic between Detroit and
Chicago.
Herman J. Stegeman,.
Wm. G. Hoekje,
The reclamationof 1,000 acres of
John Bennink,
Committee. fruit land, deserted at the time of the
big freeze a few years ago by, discouraged farmers is the plan being
ZEELAND MAN SAYS
promulgated by South Haven busiHE WILL BE SHERIFF. ness men. They will form a stock
Bert VanDyke of Zeeland, candi- company with a capital of $50,000.
date for sheriff, was in the city last purchase deserted farms which have
evening looking over his political not kept the fruit in state of cultiva
fences in this city. Mr. VanDyke is
tion, set them out to trees and place
very confident and expressesthe bethem on the market for business or
lief that if the primary election was
professional men, clerks and those
held now h£ would more than hold
with a modest income and make it
his fown with theT rest of the numer- possible for them to purchase a tenous field. What is more he expects acre tract on time payments.

Penns

After 40 years spent

RESOLlhlONS ON THE RESIGNATION OF DR. KOLLEN.

of the academic year in September-

,w

afy prize of $25; subject, “The Franciscan Mission sin North America;”
open to all.
Hennr Bosch, English prize of $15
and $10 for the two best examinations
in English grammar and orthography;
open to members oi the C class.

f

A^Ra.vcn Pr,zes ‘n

of $30 and $20, the

oratory

winenr to also rep-

resent the college at the state oratorical contest

next March.

Dr. J. Ackerman Coles' prize in debate and Mary Elizabeth Van Zwaluprize of $25; subject, “The Mountain

wenburg Rieuma domesticmissionary
Whites;’ open to

all.

The annual planting of the class tree
by the seniors was the occasion for a
rather lively scrap on the campus
Tuesday af ernoon. Several of the
students are still nursing various
scratches and bruises received in the
contl lot and one freshman Is minus *
tootn as a result. Jt has been the custom of the freshmento interfere with
the senior’sArbor Day ceremonies for
a number of years but the scuffle Tuesday proved a litt e more serious than
usual

MISS BOSCH WINS.
Miss Frances Bosch of this city
won first place in the district oratorical contest, held’ in KalamazooState
Norm31 college,getting a percentage
of 93, the next nearest competitor
falling nine points below.
Miss Bosch has the distinction of
winning second place when the state
oratoricalcontest was held in Holland
lait Mav. Prof. O. W. Stephenson is
well pleased with the honor that has
been gained for the Holland school,
and believes that Miss Bosch -vill be
successful in the state meeting, Hie
date of which and place of meeting
is to be announced later. The subject of Miss Bosch at Kalamazoo was
'God in History.’’In thought and deliverv Miss Bosch scored very high.
She formerly resided with her parents
at 495 Jefferson avenue, Grand Rapids, until the family moved to this

that he is the logical candidateand gasoline power.
when the proper time arrives will line 1 New cement walks have been laid
,
city.
UP for him in the shrievlety fight. Mr.(a!,outt,he 1,/e sav?n» station and the
near to the interestsof Holland.
VanDyke has had much experience as! Placc has been ‘^proved in many
JOKER HELPS
This worthy institution has grown come under the influence of his per,
Eggs are flirting with the common a police officer. Besides he has an . waZ®*
acquaintancewith many police offi,? General Mead, which, has been
PRIVATE BANKERS.
with the city and kept pace with its sonality are carrying out his ideals people again.
, cers in this section of the state and working in the channel here for the
In the line of legislationthe house
| is a particular friend of Sheriff Hur, ?ast fivc w«ks. has cleared for South put through a number of senate bills
advancement. The work upon both all over the American union and in
The first straw hat is now almost ley of Kent county. Mr. VanDyke Haven. The Duncan City has cleared the last day of the session which
the city and the college was begun distant portions of the earth. His
repersents a Zeeland firm which sells for Gre«n
W,s - w,th a ,oad of promise to be of considerableima daily possibility.
by the same pioneer hands and that influence has been manifested most
agricultural imolements and gets all stoneportance to the people of the state.
Over the county. Recognizingthe fact
One bill which requires mention,and
work has been carried on successful* upon young men and women who
A college professornow declares that Mr. VanDyke is one of the lead- FIFTH ANNyAL Y. M. C. A.
which has been called to the attention
iy until now both city and college have come out of their alma mater that bard cider is worse than whisky.
ing candidates a campaign story has
CAMP. of Governor Osborn, allows country
been started about him relating to an
are prosperousand flourishing. with the imprint of his examples But why drink eithei?
For the past iour years the County treasurers to deposit county funds in
arrest alleged to have been made by
private banks. This was ,done by
Committee
of the Y. M. C. A. have
Starting from a common source, and teachingsstrongly stamped up
him for violation of liquor law, which
means of a proviso tacked onto an inconducted
a
very
successful
Summer
Tight trousers are coming into he says is an absolute falsehood.—
linked by a common bond, their in- on their memories. Although Dr
Camp for the boys of the county, at nocent bill having for its purpose the
style again, but the tailors’ bills will -Grand Haven Tribune.
Saugatuck. This year the camp will authorization of payment by counties
terests have ever been identical. Kollen is not a national figure who
for surety bonds for county treasuropen at Big Lake on the 20th of June
refuse to be cut smaller.
SAUGATUCK
And thus the city itself loses whet has won the plaudits of the people,
and last for ten days. Only sixty ers. State officers have held that it is
not good public policy to allow public
CLIMBS MT. M’KINLEY. boys who are twelve years- or' over, funds to be depositedin institutions
the college loses the active services he has served his country well byThere seems very little likelyhood
can
be
accommodated,
so
it
would
be
Charles McGonagle, formerly of
not under public control and subject
of a man who means so much to its
elevatingand inspiring its young that the fairgrounds will be moved
Saugatuck, with a party of three wise for those who are interested to to official examination,and they say*
write to the secretary of the Y. M.
greatest institution.And yet this
manhood and womanhood. It must at this time, which shows conclusive- others made a successfulascent of Mt. C. A. at Allegan for further particu- this proviso is undoubtedly very satMcKinley in Alaska, something Dr.
isfactory to some private banker*
loss is lessened through the fact Dr.
be pleasant indeed to retire from an ly that it will remain a dead one.
Cook of North Pole fame failed to do. lars. If the leadership in previous who see in it a method of getting hold
Kollen is still to remain, partially at
Interviewedby the AssociatedPress, camps has been consideredsatisfac- of a considerable amount of money to
active life with such thoughts and
Congressman§weet keeps on vot-,. Thomas Lloyd, the leader of the party, tpry, that which has been secured for use for loans, some of which state or
least, the counsellor. And the blow
the 1911 camp is more than satisfacwith a consciousnessof woik well ing with the Republicans and bolt- says:
national banks are not permitted to
is lightened alsb by reason of the
“The Explorersclub and the Peary tory, for it is the very best that Mich- make. It was a. very nifty joker which
done.
ing his party. Who can blame him,- Arctic club, of New York, have been igan colleges afford. For the boys to went througn without mention by
fact that so much has already been
kind enough to make my companions associate with picked Christian lead- anyone
look at his constituency.
done for the college by Dr. Kollen
and myself honorary members. I am ers from the colleges of Michigan for
The bill was passed which provides
Obscene Postal Cards
going
east and may meet some of ten days is. worth all that it costs, for for an honorary commission of five
that all can feel that no man could
On the issue of protection alone
The picture postal card has grown
these people this winter. We are not the bovs come away with a different members to investigate the subject of
have done more. He has earned his
the Republican rote in the South
anxious to- make another journey to idea of college and college men than workingmen’s compensations.
to be a nuisance which should be
rest.
the summit of Mt. McKinley, but if they get from some of the advertising
next year is likely to be the largest
suppressed by Uncle Sam so far as
any of the members of these clubs put out by clothing houses where the
ALL THAT WAS LEFT.
For it is only during the past 18
ever cast in that section.
care to come along with us, we will bull dog pioe and cigarette are made
it relates to the immoral, obscene or
He was seated at the railing of a.
make the trip again to settle any to appear as necessaryparts of colyears, the years during which Dr.
snggestive variety, which are becomdoubts there may be abput our ac- lege life. Mr. Relis E. Barr, physical Graham & Morton steamer, gazing out
If the Holland drug stores sold
Kollen has occupied the president’s
director of the Coldwater high school, over the bounding billows with a look
ing H imeroi s r cently. The pub- $18,000 worth of. whisky last ye*, cofnplisliment.”
Mr. Llovd is not very communica- will have charge of the calesbhenics of pensive sadness on his manly face.
chair that the college has taken the
ishers of these cards are becoming what’s the use of selling soda water? tive. The only time he showed any and swimming lessons, while Mr.
‘Why art thou so sad, oh Youth?’r
•trides that has placed it undeniaDennis V. Smith of the department we asked. “Hast lost thy heart to
more bold in the class of cards is- But then some whisky always re- dispositionto talk with the newspaper
reporters was when it was conveyed of medicine of the ^universitywill act some fair maid?”
bly in the front ranks of smaller
sued, in their greed for profits, and quires a chaser.
‘Nay,” he answered us. “Methinksto his mind that he might receive the as camp physician.— Saugatuck Comcolleges everywhere. During that
my heart is yet safe, for I can still
lion’s share of the credit. He then mercial.
the mails are flooded with cards
hear it pulsating in my bosom, but
time courses of instruction have
Zeeland pulled off its first danee explained: “If it had not been for
which are a disgrace to a civilized
’tis all that is left, I know.”
the men who were with me, the trip
HOPE COLLEGE.
been added and others have been
since the Indians left there, and that
And once more he resumed hiscould never have been made. They
country.
Three popular instructors among wistful inspection of the sad sea.
improved, new departmentshave
are entitled to the credit, not I. the women in the faculty of Hope
in a former church building. Bui
Mrs. Mary D. McKee, founder and
*
Charles McGonagleis the real hero of
Jbeen created and enlarged, and last
college have been retained for the
then, Zeeland has always been noted
th<
expedition,
if
there
is
anv
heroism
matron of the Michigan Home for
coming year. Mrs. Winfred H. Durbut not least the college has become
for doing things thorough.
about it; although personally, I have fee, instructor in English and French RADICAL
Girls, is making a campaign against
not yet been brought to see where and dean of the woman’s dormitory;
CHANGES LIKELY.
housed in a number of beautiful
the heroism comes in.
this nuisance and in this interest is
Miss
Anna
C.
Martin,
instructor
in
The
Giles
bill
making telephone
“We must walk in the light” says
new buildings. Much if not all of
“McGonagle invented a new Idod of English and German, and Miss M. companies common carriers,and renow on a tour of Michigan interestJohn D. Rockefeller.That’s true. ice creeper. It is one that ^ers the Fonrcrook, instructor in English, ex- quiring them to establishphysical
this success is due to the labor and
ing postmasters and others in the
entire sole of the foot; if it had not
pression and physical director for the connections with competing line*
Last night we tried to walk in the
energy of the retiring president.
been for these creepers, we never young women, have all been asked to when ordered to do so by the state
cause. Mrs. McKee believes a great
dark, and barked our shins on a
could have climbed the steep slopes.
Certainly had the institution detercontinue in their respective positions. railroad commission,promises to ultiinjury is done to the young people
With these creepers a man can scale
mately bring about a radical change
rocking
chair.
But
what
gets
our
iorated during the past 18 years to
an almost perpendicular wall. Had we
by these suggestive cards, and she
Grand Rapids won the shield in in the telephone service in this state.
goat is his clever way of advertising.
been equipped with the ordinaryice the annual cross-countryrace here
him would have gone the blame. His
There is already on foot an extensive
insiststhat if the parents knew of
creepers, we could not have climbed
this afternoon. M. A. C. finished sec- plan for combining competing lines
was the responsibility and therefore
half
way.”
Peter Verwey, the dog catcher,
their general use by the young
ond, Muskegon high school third and and this law -will undoubtedly hasten
Lloyd is not at all boastful about
to him is the praise.
people, even among the school boys has reduced Holland dog population what he has done. On the contrary, Hope college fourth. Capt. Tillotsen that amalgamation. If the statute esof M. A. C. was the first to finish the tablishes the necessary regulations to
Dr. Kollen has lived his life well
and girls, there would be a general from 1500 to 300 according to the he would much prefer to talk about 4‘A mile course in 21:05 minutes, with authorize the commission to supervise
mining conditions in Alaska— a sub- Glen of M. A. C. a close second. rates and service, this combination
and has nothing to regret in severuprising among the better thinking amount of licensesissued. This inject upon which he is an enthusiast.
Grand Rapids, however, sent the next will be of jjreat benefit. There has
ing his connections with Hope colpeople of the country against their cludes all but those under the bed He is a miner pure and simple, and four men across the plate and with come a radical change in sentiment
a good one. Before going to Alaska, the fifth man finishing tenth gave it
lege. He has been a successful cit- use. She expressesher satisfaction and in the cellar.
among telephoneofficials relative totwelve years ago, he was mining in- a total of 28 points. M. A. C. totaled the proposalthat their companies be
izen as well as a successful college
spector of the state of Utah.
with the attitude of many postmas39, Muskegon 54 and Hope 100. Mus- required to exchange messages. Two
A Grand Haven lad jumped in the
“We didn’t climb the mountain for kegon high school won the shield two years ago they asserted it was impospresident. He has been one of Holters in refusing to deliver the most
glory for ourselves, and we are not years ago and M. A. C. last year. The sible for one company to assume to
river the other day with is Sunday
land’s most prominent citizens and
interested in the matter from a scien- squad winning most times in ten years
obnoxious of these cards, and says
connect patrons of another line with
clothes, because he dkl not want to
tific standpoint.The pioneers of Alhis splendid personality has earned
secures final possession.
their patrons. It developed during
the laws are sufficient for their supbe bluffed. The bet was a one dol- aska wanted to show that if anybo
the session, however, that this view
for him the respect of every citizen in
pression if they were observed.
could make the ascent,it would be the
The result of recent debates of the had been changed; at least the comlar
bill.
He
ought
to
receive
a
Carthe city. And elsewhereas well as
men who were used to the life of tne Triangular Debating association, in panies did not emphaticallyoppose
Mrs. McKee is determined to carNorthland, and the organization which which Alma, Hope and Olivet each the Giles bill, only suggesting certain
negie
medal
in
the
shape
of
an
order
here his worth has been recognized.
ry on the campaign against them,
backed the enterprise • is naturally won one debate, places the three col- amendments which the ysaid were
Men in the east have been quick to and has confidence in the ultimate on a dry cleaners shop.
proud of the fact that the expedition leges on an equal footing for debating needed to make the requirements
turned out a success.”
see in him an honest leader of a
honors for the past three years. In practicable.
The outcry against putting the
success of her efforts. She should
But for the disregard of the right*1909 Olivet won two debates, Alma
worthy institution and their responGENERAL ITEMS.
have the thanks and encouragementpicture of Brigham Young on the
one and Hope none. In 1910 Hope of patrons and the public in communses to his requests for aid in his
silver service given . by Utah to the
Judge Padgham passed sentence won two, Alma one and Olivet none, ities where one line had the field
of all good citizens.
upon
three voung Allegan thieves, while this year each secured one de- alone, the people all over the state
work have been frequent and subbattleship of the same name makes
Llewllyn and Emmet Morgan and bate. Thus in the three years in would have opposed the organization
Spring Weather
stantial. The board of trustees of
us shudder to think on the approach- Jerome Miller, who recently broke which the association has been in ex- of competing companies,for the seristence each college has been victor- vice is much more valuable if all teleButgers college, New Brunswick, N
Spring weather is a hard proposi- ing day when Utah will send a into the Mix home. Investigation by ius in three debates. The original phone users are connected through
the officersrevealed scores of thefts
J. long ago honored him by conferr- tion for some people. It makes some Brighnm Young statue to the Hall
and other dishonest acts of more or plan of the association was that it one system. If this law will protect
less serious nature done by these boys. should be formed for but three years, the people from exorbitant rates and.
ing upon him the honorary degree active and others to be “disinclined of Fame.
The oldir Morgan boy was sentenced but it has been such a success that it poor service, there would be littleobof L- L. D. In 190C Queen Wilhe- to exert themselves physically.” It
to Ionia prison for from five to fifteen will undoubtedlycontinue for another jection to one corporation controlling
It is proposed in Nevada to allow
all the systems of the state.
years.
He is seventeen years old. The three years at least.
mina of the Netherlandsdecorated lays away overcoats for the moths
a prisoner sentencedto death to make
other two, fourteen years old, were
Dr. Kollen with the order of Orange and brings ont straw hats for the
THE FINISHING TOUCHES.
President G. J. Kollen of Hope colsent to the industrialschool in Lana choice between hanging or an insing to remain until they are seventeen lege has announced the following lists
“The famous epitaph placed on the
-Nassua, because of his services in winds. It starts the spring poet and
stant and painless poison. Taken
years old. Judge Padgham declared of prizes for the vear, the winners to monument over her husband's grave
perpetuating in America the highest the frog to singing in unison. Jaythpt the parents of these boys were receive their wards during commence- by a woman up in Maine, -‘Rest in
in connection with its willingness to
more at fault than the boys them- ment week in June:
peace until I join you,’ has almost a
ideals of the Holland people. Where- birds chat in the apple trees and auGeorgr Birkhoff, Jr., English prize duplicate in a sign on the door of a_
sever unpleasantmarital bonds for
selves, and he expressed some very
ver he and his work are known he tos “honk honk” on the country road.
of $25; subject, “The Lakists;’’open doctor’s office in a downtown office
Boxes on the corners take on human any old reason, this new proceeding plain opinions about persons who per- to members of the Junior class.
building,” says George A. Schneider.
is honored and respected.
GfiQrge Birkhoff,Jr., Dutch prize of “This sign reads: ‘Do not absolutely
aspects and the angler casts longing certainly establishes past argument mit boys to run about at night and
And he and his work are known
do as they please. It is s#id that $25; subject, “Marnus van St. Alde- abandon hope until you have seen,
glances at the fishing pole under the that the state of Nsvads has a most
i&r and wide. Students who have eaves.
none of the parents of these boys ponde;” open to members of the Sen- me.’ ”
obligingdisposition.
ior class.
went near them after their arrest .

Hope college and

its interests are
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MOLLAMO CITY NEWa
Arrested for Spearing Bats
r eouty

Game Wardens, G. Dornbcs

and Charles K. Hoyt made a* ioh haul

ROYAL

in Kent county at Indian Lake, east of

Sparta when they arrested Lyman Totten, Joe Finch, Barley F]pssel and

Trailer for spearing

John

ban. They were

arraigned in Justice Cre swells court in
Kent county and each of the last three

questionable razor.
The barbers will/have to accept the
76. Totten was assessed Si 8. 75 on ac- inevitable. The safety razor has come
count of his having be«n at one time a to stay. It is not at all likely that
the time will come soon when men
game warden himself and fur that rea-

paid a fine and costs amounting to 913

Powder
Economy
Baking

son

Powder

more responsible.
Organize

New Chorch

The new Fifth Reformed church of
this city was organizedat a meeting
held in Wlnants chapel Monday evening. The church was organized with
a membership of 87 in full communion,

The manufacturers of Royal Baking

have always declined

representing 45 families.

The followingconsistorywas elected:

to

produce a cheap baking powder

three elders, Dr. H. Poppen, Prof. A.

Raap and J. Oonk; deacons, D. Steketee, David Damstra and George.Hyma.
The members of this consistory will be
installednext Sunday at the regular
service of the church in W inants chap

at the sacrifice of quality.

Royal Baking Powder

is

pure grape cream of

tartar,

the

embodiment of

all

made from
and

is

el.

the excellence

SOMETHING ABOUT THE
WHOLE DAM FAMILY.

possible to be attained in the highest class

1 New

York, May — The whole Dam
— 13 of ’em, 13 — including
Brother John J. Dam, on the steamship Ryndam, arrived here today from
Nieum Beyerland, which, by the way,
is in Holland. There are two sets of
twins in this Dam family, one set 17
years old and the other 15; each set

fair price,

and

at its price than

is

2.

family

baking powder.

Royal Baking Powder

costs only

misfortuneto some the while it helps
the many. No one who has had experience will deny that the man who
shaves himseli not only saves money
but also saves time and comfort and
feels cleaner and more contentedthan
the unfortunate who has to drop his
business at some hour of the dav and
waste time waiting for his barber to
slop distastefulsoap into his mouth
and nostrils and scrape him with a

a

more economical

has representativesof both sexes. The
17-year-old twins are Hendrik and
Pieternella,and her parents are afraid
Pieternellaand her 15-year-old sister,
Hilligje, will remain old maids unless

any other leavening

agent, because of the superlative

young America acquires a working

quality and absolute wholesomeness

can do without barbers to cut their
hair. Of course, scientists tell us that
some day we shall all be bald. But
until then there must be barbers. It
will be melancholv to see this historic and once noble profession gradually shorn of its dignity and profit.
Once the village barber was the surgeon, the shaver, the hair cutter and
the oracle. He was a man among
men and figured in song and story.
Alas! times change and all things
change with them, includingrazors
a^d barbers.

be created when the reciprocityagreement is made effective,the United
States will be certain to sell Canada
very large quantities of fresh vegetables, since these articles already form

an

important export commodity,

reaching something like $1,000,000.
- In fresh eggs the advantage is very
largely in favor of the United States
and this covers everv section of the
country. Last year the United States
sold to Canada, under various rates
of duty, fresh fruits to the value of
fruits from Canada to the United
States were only $233,000. It is a
safe prediction that the first year after
the reciprocity agreement goes into
force, the exports of fresh fruits will
amount to $2,000,000while fresh
vegetableswill approach nearly the

same figure.
There is a pretty general agreement
that the free listing of live stock is
one of the most importantfeatures of
the agreement. SecretaryWilson of
the departmentof agriculture has explained how the western corn growers
will have the opportunityto fatten
Canadian cattle. Out in Montana it
has been found that < very great advantage will be derived by the farmers
from the opportunityto drive their
sheep further north during certain
Cheaper Electric Lighting
seasons and then bring them back
. Action has been taken by the across the line without payment of
Board of Public Works that will be duty.
The market for grass and other
extremely welcome to every citizen
seeds in Canada is one which the farof Holland, and that shows more mers along the border are in a splenthan anything etee could the excepdid position to supply. Clover and timtional success of the city’s light
othy seeds can he raised profitablyin
plant. The Board has decided to many sections,and in certain seasons
give a discount of fifteen per cent to if they can be sure of a market not
those who pay their electric light too far away. Canada takes much
larger quantities of clover and timbills before the 15th of the monthothy from the United States than she
It was generally known that the sends to this country.
plant was a success, but the discount brings the fact home to every
THE HEN BIRD.
•

citizen who

uses

electricity.

Even Behold
The Hen

for the ordinary small consumer the

bird.

Common

Council

(Official)

Holland,Mich-, May

let, 10

1

1.

Tne Coirtmoi: Council met purauant to charter provisione and was
called to order by the mayor- *4^30
Presort: Mayor Stephan,] Alda.
VanTongeren, Looker, Drink water,
Cing, Kameraad, Mereen, Lawrence,
iarrington,Jeliema and Brouwer
and the Clerk.
The reading of minuteaandreguar order of business was suspended.
The-clerkreported list of offices
to be filled by appointment.
On motion of Aid. VanTongeren,
The Copncil proceededby formal
ballot to make the appointments.
The following persons having received the required number of votes
or the offices set oppositetheir respective names, were declared apminted to said offices: Cornelian
Vsndermeulen, city attorney; Harrington, president pro tem; H- A.
tfaberhuis,City Engineer; Dr. W.
3. Winter, City Physician; Dr. B.
J. Godfrey, Health Officer; T. Nauta
Street Commissioner; Peter Eelhart,
3ity Inspector; James Westveer,
Director of the Poor; Peter Verwey,
Pound Master: Henry J. Luidens,
member of the Board of Review;.
Walter Lane, member of the Board
of Public Works, for five vears; Wm.
Orr, member of the Board of Police
and Fire Commissioners, for three
years; Henry Geerlings, member of
the Library board, for three yeara^
W. J. Garrod, member of the Board
of Park Trustees, for five years; Dr.
T. A. Boot, member of the Board of
Health, for two yean; and Messn.
G J. Diekema and 0. Ver Scbure,
members of the Harbor Board,, for

0

appreciablesaving and The modest mistress of the barnyard.
The great talker,
for the large consumers it will mean
The gabbler, gossiper,
a considerabledecrease in running And producer of fruit.
The renowned originator of the preexpenses.
historic
A great deal of credit for the suctwo years.
Omelet.
cess of the pfant is due to the Board
The clerk presented Druggist’sThe creator of the “sunny side up.”
of Public Works. The members of
bond of G. T. Haan ae principal,The sureyor of the rare delicacy
the boaod give their service free of
with C. Ver Schare and W. JI. Gar
Which accompanies
charge and it is partly due to this Hamvand
”
rod as sureties. Referred to- the
that several thousand dollars can be The celebrated inventor of the lump
Committee on Licenses.
of
from now on returned to the people
Adjourned.
of Holland in discounts. As the re- Indigestion known as
Richard Overweg, City Clerk.
“Hard-boiled.”
ceipts for electric current used last
18 Iw
I salute you,
year amounted to about $37,000, it Take off my hat to y^u.
will be seen that the total discounts 1 have met your cold-storage children,
Ancient and modern,
will amount to about $5,000.
discount

is

a

knowledge of the Dutch language.
15-year-old twin is Jacob, Ja.,
being named for his father. The remainder of the Dam family are aged
11, 9, 8, 6, 3 and 1 year old, respecMatures made in irnkstioo ot caking powders, but ~Trtitningalum,
lively. As both father and mother
are frequently distributed bom door to door, or (pen away in grocery
are voung and hale, the population of
es. Such matures are dangerous to use in food. In England,
Pella, Iowa, whither they are bound,
France, Germany and some sectionsof the United Stales their sale is
is likely to be even further increased.
Another family of some conseprohibited by law. Alum is a dangerous mineral acid, and all
quence in the Ryndam, which
pbyndans condemn baking powders containing it.
brought over the Dams, is that of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilhelm Wisse, whose ten
children, all horn in the province of
Zeeland, remind one of a ladder with
just afew rungs missing.Their ages
Many times;
are 23,22, 19, 18, 16, 15, 13, 11, 9 and 5.
fODfO THE LABEL
Fresn from the Stork, they arc
The Wisses are headed for Passaic,
Mixed Oil* Fouri
Delicious,
N. J., where their brother and uncle
But lying forgotten and in disuse.
await them, planning an extension to n State Oil lobpector Frank S. Neal's Many days, they are beyond—
Nature Gives Timely Warning*
quarterly
report
for
the
three
mootha
his home.
That No Holland Citzien Can
These two families were a large ending March 31, 1911, shows the in- Peradventure
G. H. Kooiker of Hamilton was in
Afford to Ignore,,
May your days be enlightened,
part of 200 Dutch farmers who are to
the city Friday.
spection of 6,913,242 gallons of oil, of
May you walk in the ways of the in
make their new homes in different
Danger Signal No. 1 cones^frbra a
Born, tosMr. and Mrs. George Mool,
spired, *
parts of the land of opportunity.— which 52 barrels, 2,600 gallons, were
West Thirteenthstreet— a boy.
the
kidney aecretiona.They v will
rejected as dangerous to use for illu- And some day may you learn
Chicago Interocean.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rutgers celebrawarn you when the kidneyMW sick.
minating purposes. Total fees collect- That the mission of true Hcnhood
ted their 52nd wedding anniversary at
Well kidneys excrete a clear, amber
HOLLAND TIGHT AS A drum'. ed, *13,911; total expenses, 97,815; net Will be furfilled
their home three miles southwest
<
fluid. Sick kidneys send out a thin,
As a result of the war between the cash to turn into the state treasury, When you can lay a
here
last
Monday.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Rut
Alfred Baldwin, son of Mr. and
Poached
• /
wholesale
liquor
dealers
in
the
city
pale and foamy, or a thick, red, illgers came to this localityin 1847. Mr.
96,096.
Mrs. John Baldwin, formerly of this Rutgers was the first township treasur- and the druggists, this city was as
On buttered toast
smelling urine, full of sediment and.
During April the department found Fresh
city, but now located at Colgary, Aler of Laketown, holding the office for tight as a drum Sunday. It is claimed
irregular of passage.
a
tank
of
kerosene
oil
in
a
f roesry store Every
berta, British Columbia, was married 18 consecatlve years.
that it has been easy to get liquor at
Danger Signal No. 2 comes from r
in Grand Haven to Miss Anna Schutat Sebewalng that was about half gaso- Morning.
the
drug
stores;
in
fact,
sales
were
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schoon have istinga of this city by Justice of the
—John Quil, in TechnicalWorld the back. Back pains, dull and
sued invitations to the approaching so common that the wholesalers, in a line. One accident had already ocMagazine.
Peace D. C. Wachs.
heavy, or sharp and acute, tell yon of ’
marriageof their daughter Anna J , to plea before the council recently, curred. The oil was dumped and all
stated
that
one
druggist
in
one
year
John
Araadshorot, on Wednesday, M*.\
sick kidneys andjwara you of the apthat had been sold about town was
A miscellaneous shower was given
theip
East Seventh sold $18,000 worth of booze. Sunday,
Pine Tar and Hone]
proach of dropsy,, diabetes and/
last Thursday evening by Mrs.
form^
gathered
up.
was sten- however, an effort was made at three
Bright’s disease. Doan’s Kidney PilM
drug
stores
to
get
liqtfbr,
but
the
Becker at her home^ at ^168f £;!! ographer in the office of thi
Have
been
used
for
gen<x*tions
in
the Holland
Eleventh street, in honor of Miss Sugar company, and Mr.
MISSION OF PHONOGRAPH.
would-be purchaser was informed(hat
cure sick kidneys and cure then*
Mr. Arendshorst
At
treating
coughs.
DrEMI’s
PineGrace Sprietsma, who is soon to be is a member of the Holland Rusk comphysician’sprescriptionwould be
While other inventions of Edison
permanently. Here’s Holland proof?
a bride. Miss Sprietsma was pre- pany. Tfeqy will reside In their new necessary.
may appeal more forcibly to those Tar-Honey contains both combined Mrs
Gaze,. 9 W. Eighth St.r
sented with a large number of beauThe wholesalers in the city recent- commercially inclined, it is doubtful with other valuable ingredients.
‘ ‘ street.
Hue on East Ninth
tiful gifts. The evening was spent
ly made a vigorous kick before the if there is another which the inventor Look for the bell on the bottle. Be Holland, Mich^ says: "I used Doan’s
in games and music. In a guessing
council, claiming that, while they himself would place before the phonoKidney Pilla and can heartily reGINGER JAR.
sure you get Dr. Bell's.
contest, Gertrude Sprietsma won the
were paying a heavy tax and permit- graph. And when we consider the
commend
them. My first experienos;
It is a poor rule that won't work;al- ted to operate only week days between
prize and the consolation was given
possibilities of this marvel as well as
with this remedy took place about a
ways.
to Mrs. O. Ny Strom,
Why Eipirined
the hours of 7 a. m. and 8 p. m., the what it has already done, it is little
What as it that works while -we drug stores kept open until midnight wonder that his aim is to have it in
year ago, when I was suffering from
WJjen Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey backache and distressingpains in
All the old aldermen and city hall sleep? *Yeast.
and on Sundays,without paying any- every home.
average tax collector doesn't thing but the revenue tax.
building committee enjoyed a banBut a few days ago a novel use has been tried with satisfaction for my kidneys. It was difficult for me
quet at Bomwin’s Cafe, given by Mr. ride in a taxi-cab.
of it was made, and at the request over sixteen years in millions of to straightenafter stooping and IExtremes meet when the kitten BERT ZOET COMMITS SUICIDE. of a Kentucky woman her favorite
Edwin A. Bowd, the architect.
homes for coughs, colds, croup and was annoyed by the kidney secre-plays with its tail.
"Good-by, Gertie,I’m ready to die!” numbers were renderedat her funeral all throat and bronchial troubles.
It is getting pretty hard to tell «ne
Next fall the Ladjes’ Aid society of
tion. The contents of twp boxes of
were the words ”*ith which Bert Zoet services, thereby dispensingwith the
You can get it anywhere. Look for Doan’s Kidney Pills removed these
the M. E. church will give a lecture He from another.
greeted his wife as he emerged from local choir. And why is this not only
You will never reach the right place
course to the people of Holland which
the cellar of ins home at 45 East proper but fitting? There is the as- the bell on the bottle.
troubles and did me a world of good.’
they believe will be a winner in every on the wrong road.
Ninth street, Sunday. When ques- surance of first-class music, and that
The harem skirt is a harum-scarum
respect. The members of the society
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
tioned as to his .strange conduct, Zoet without troubling any one.
. What's the Use
are at present gettingpeople gradually rig to say the least of it.
cents. Foster-MilburnCo., Buffalo,
admitted having swallowed a liberal ' It is a deplorable fact that in too
If you are on the down-hillline
interested in the course and are sellTo euffer with sore eyes when one
man'- instances the phonograph in
dose of Paris gr^en.
New York, sole agents for the United
ing tickets. The tickets are not to make haste, to get a transfer.
Mrs. Zoet huixiedW summoned Dr. neighborhood soon resolves itself in- 25c tube of Sutherland’s Eagle Eye States.
May not a marriage ceremony be B. B. Godfrey and it was discovered to a "funnygraph,”and is in time
be paid for until next fall when the
Salve will cure you- We guarantee
Remember the name— Doan’s— *course opens. There will be four justly called a transaction in bonds?
cast aside. It is equally true that
Some husbands fear the' wife's no, he had taken tw.o ounces of the poi- a first-class one is kept in order and it. You risk nothing. It’e a creamy, and take no other.
numbers on the lecture course and
son, enough to kill four men. In
each one of them representshigh- and sonae'standan awe of her know.
the records selected with proper care snow white ointment.
The horse is known by its years, spite of the effects of the physician, it is one of the most powerful ways
class talent. Ellsworth Plumstead
Zoet died.
It Startled The World
will -open the course with a program but the mule is better known by its
25c is a Snail Amount
Zoet had become, despondent over oi elevating the musical taste in
of readingsin costume. Mr. Plum- ears.
when
the
astoundingclaims were*
ill health and believed he was a vic- a family or a neighborhood.
Salt will keep meat, but it requires
stead had made his mark on the lySome one has aptly said that if we You would not suffer one day for first made for Bucklen's Arnica
tim of cancer. His friends raised a
ceum platform and comes to Holland “sand” to keep a good resolution.
purse and sent him to Mavo Bros.’ depend upon our own taste in mak- five times that amount. Then try Salve, but forty years of wonderful
very highly recommended.
hospital, at Rochester, Minn., but the ing selections, this taste will never Sutherland’sEagle Eye Salve. Wo
cures have proved them true, and
The next number will be the Lyric BUYS EGGS FOUR YEARS OLD. furgeons attributedhis sickness to improve. It is safe to say that a maguarantee it to cure. It's painless
Glee club, composed of a quartet of
everywhere it is now known as the
Harry Burns of Hornell, N. Y^ pur- nervous disord-rs and advised him to jority of those who fancy that they
young men. They will give a pro-am chased a dozen eggs in a grocery return home and vo back to work*, do not admire the classics— yes, even and harmless.
best salve on earth for Burns, Boils,
very much like the one given here by store receartly,the grocer assuring Zoet was an employe at a local fac- pride themselves on the fact, will soon
Scalds, Sores, Cuts, Bruises, Sprains
WANTED — To buy a milk route
the Whitney Bros., that is a nam- him that the eggs were fresh country tory and leaves a wife and four chil- learn to enjoy them if added to the
Swellings; Eczema, Chapped hands.
laid.
Burns
examined
the
eggs
when
in
the City of Holland. Address,
collection
pf
records.
Popular
taste
dren.
The
funeral
will
take
place
this
ber of songs interspersed with readFever Sores and Piles. Only 25c at
he
reached
home
and
found
his
name
runs in a rut. If you confine yourself 223 Fremont St., Grand Rapids,
afternoon. from the home.
ings and recitations. The quartette is
Walsh Drug Co., H. R. Doesburg.
composed of Omar Covert, Harry M. and address written on several of
" coon songs" you will care for no
18
them, while be was an employe of a
THE BARBER'S ENEMY.
and Geo. E- Lage.
Doolittle,Francis I. Hendry and Tom
others,
and
the
phonograph
soon
becold storage plant here four years ago.
Sooner or later the safety razor comes an old story. But if you climb
C.
Condemned Unheard.
The lecturer of the course is Henry
comes to every man who shaves. It higher with every selection,the taste
Do Ghosts Haunt Swamps?
From a notice In a Corniah church:
Clark, who will deliverhis well known
THE CARE OF INCUBATORS. rtiay not always stay, but it comes. It for the truly beautiful in the art is “The preacher for next Sunday will No, never. Its foolish to fear a fanlecture entitled “Play Ball.” •
follows the cigar cases and the fount- awakened, the phonograph is an eduIncubators and incubation have
be found hanging in the church porch
The course will close with the apcied evil, when there are real and
ain pen as a standard Christmas of- cator as well as an entertainer.It
made
wonderful
progress
in the past
on
Saturday.’’—Punch.
pearance of Elizabeth de Barrie Gill,
fering for “him,” and in its turn it perpetuates the old songs, and famildeadly perils to guard against ia
few years, but as yet they will not run
harpist and reader and contralto sois often one of the most acceptable iarizes us with the new. If wc exswamps and marshes, bayous, and
themselves.
Some
machines
will reloist. It will be some time in October
presents that can be thought of. clude the best, the loss is ours.
quire more attention than others.
lowlands. These are the malaria
Crisis In Life.
before the first number will be given.
But while we take the safety azor
No definite dates have been fixed upon The wooden hen has no brains, and for what it is worth we little realize RECIPROCITY AND^“
“It's a crisis In a young man’s life/* germs that cause ague, chills and
the operator should follow carefully how potentous -has been its influTHE FARMER. says the Philosopherof Folly, “when fever, weakness, aches in the bones
as yet
the rules that come for each make of ence upon the ancient and honorable
The fact that tfre reciprocityagree- he has to decide whether to make a and muscles and mav induce deadly
Three hundred and seventy-five incubatoruntil through his own ex- professionthat is now languishing ment between Canada and the United girl angry by trying to kiss her, or to
typhoid. But ElectricBitters demembers and visitorsof the I. O. O. perience he can follow methods of his because the “safety” has cut into States is intended to enlarge the mar- make her angry by not trying."
stroy sand casts out these vickmaF. lodge sat down to a sumptous re- own. Some good rules are:
business. The barbers are thoroughly ket for the agricultural products of
past Thursdav evening to celebrate
germs from the blood.' “Three bot*
Fill the lamps in the evening. They alarmed at the prospect of men uni- the United States, is sometimes lost
the ninety-second anniversary of that make a stronger blaze and will carry versally shaving themselvesand with sight of in the general discussion of
Remedies for Seasickness.
ties drove all the malaria from mjr
lodge. The lodge rooms were beau- more heat during the night.
them it is no joke.
Among curious remedies for sea- svstem,” wrote Wm. Fretwell, of Ltifthe benefits arising from the improved
tifully dec rated for the occasion and
Where the saiety razor hurts worst trade relationsbetween the two coun- sickness Is that which Is popular
Use the best of oil Cheap oil is
a delightfulevening was spent, and a dangerous.
—or one of the places at least— is tries. But the American negotiations among the mariners In the Levant— cams, N. C., “and I’ve had fina »
fine program of music and recitations
The proper temperatureis 103 for that it is used as an instrumentto had the market for the fanner clearly the dally swallowing of Iron rust, health ever since." Use this safe^
was rendered. Addresses were made the whole hatch; a degree above or reduce the cost of living among a
in velw . The fact is that Canada ii which is obtained by scraping It off sure remedy only. 50c at Wals^j
by Dr. B. B. Godfrey and M. C. below will not do any serious damage. great many men, while the living itDrng Co., H. R. Doesburg and Geof.
Knooihuizen. Lacey's orchestra furA dry cellar is the best placi to run self of the barbers is correspondinglynot only a growing market, but it has the anchor or anchor chain. But this
almost
unlimited
possibilities
for
L. Lage.
Is
only
part
of
the
necessary
treatnished music during the evening and an incubator.The cellar must be well decreased. NotJong ago there was
the eelebration ended with a dance.
an international barbers' convention, many products of the American ment, for a small pouch containing
ventilated without draughts.
at which the chief topic of discussion farmer which heretofore have had
roasted salt and flowers of thyme must
Dr. Bell's Antiseptic Salvo
limited sale, owing to the tariff duties.
Mrs, M. Pavey has returned from a
be tied upon the abdomen as firmly as
Courtesy Shown Women Prisoners. was the safety razor. That it is a
The
Canadian
market
ia especially
five-immths visit east and will occupy
real
alarming
menace
to
the
barbering
can be borne— this being considered Is guaranteed for tetter, riugwotuy.
In many English prisons the women
her summer cottage in Park road. Her
art addressed by their first names, in- vocation is thus shown. We may valuablefor the producta of mixed to counteract the effects of the inter- eczema, chapped hands cud lipdaughter, Miss Marie Pavey, leading
stead ot by numbers, as the men scoff at this little trade tragedy, but farming. The greatest opposition that nal disturbance caused by the rolling running sores, ulcers and in fact
lady of the SchillerStock company at
has been aroused in Canada has come of the vessel
it is really serious. It illustrates how
Atlanta, Ga., will spend her summer
skin diseases. Good to use
,r.
\
from the fruit and vegetable growers.
vacation here.
modern inventionsometimes brings Under the new conditions which will
shaving. 25c a box.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPER
WHAT YOU SAW 35 YEARS AGO

1

LE-SItmiES-

•PRIDE QOETH BEFORE DESTRUC*
TION"
II Chronicles 2b:8-21-— May 7
"Pride goeth beforedestructionand a haughty
•pin beforea faU."~Prorerbs
spirit
16:18.

While Mr. and Mrs. Bottom were
on their way home to the Lake
Shore on Tuesday last, with horses
and wagon, he jun.ped out to open a
gate and as soon as he had the gate
open the horses took a sudden start,
throwing Mis. Bottom from the wagon in such a manner that the wagon
passed over her and seriously injured her. Dr. Morris was called
and found no bones broken, but se-

for doing the same work the five Jo- Maple St. and First Ave. and that said
cal men struck for the same pay. l^te^l eewe's be laid at the depth and

“f

•>«

would give 40 cents an hour to ev- game adopted by the Common < ounoil
ery man that earned it. The men of the city of Holland April 19, 1911,
were not satisfied with this promise, “d now on file in the office of the
as much as the Grand Rapids men paid partly from the general sewer
and said that they would not resume fund of said city and partly by special
work unless they ftere paid
the laids, lots and presame
mi80S of Private property owners abutn
,
, ttafT upon said part of said streets and

the
scale
n '
-T i

iJus O. Kraus of Holland, and
Miss Cornelia Sluyter, of Grand

"

GREAT uud

vere internal injuries.

.

C6re“on?

,

to bless all who
righteous.ness and to pun\wjk and correct
•SH others and

j

WHAT YOU SAW

•eek

home. One

eternal

j

30 YEARS

AGO

by one they bid

us farewell, and in a little while the

machine Bhop^i88.tmu,ater” be annou,nc«i
Haven P"™8
one more1 0'
burned to the ground on
begone to her deBrjce and Bloeker

and foundry of

fflnall
iy to

jthe

w„s,.

morning. The

lacoi

a few

__
It# tjfce ^Second
Death, ft
^ was.

Grand

^

lh,e
Sunday
:

fire was discovered aerved rew8rd' A're

minutes before

7

d8n

V!f6cher-

o’clock and b?rn Geeeje Yonder Haar, after an
-

tubule, the whole!1 lne88 of a f<!w wfek9. bom which
building wa, wrapped in flame.
wae apparentlyrecovenng.She
iu less than 15
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COBB AND DAHLEN VICTIMS
Great Editor Changes His Opinion
Regarding the Present Brooklyn
Manager— Frank Isbell Blips Joke
Over on Old Comrades.
By

HUGH

8.

FULLERTON.

^

Richard Overweg, City Clerk.
Very little was saved of the contenta!dled.8u„<lden,yo,'„lue8day,,,10rn,n8.
In Hhe with the
Vtsiak'tleprotf.
aged 80 years. Six children sur3w 17
and all the valuable patterns were
'arrangementso?
vive her — Mrs. Lemmie Uazenberg,
Iftat time that the kings of Israel and destroyed.The new marine engine,
and John W.
tfudah should fortify and strengthen built during the winter for Moore Netherlands;Arend
t
o
Proposed Lateral Sewers
themselves and defend the land wblcb and Turnbull, to be placed in their af “i',8 Pl888i, Jobl1 Forreetburg, S.
the Almighty had specially given to new barge, and which was
TG',Jenk8' ^“'“mazoo;
On Colombia Ave., from 7th to 9th St.,
their nation.
completed, is burned to euch an eI.!Mr8- J°bn J. Mersen, Ann Arbor; on 9th St., from Columbia Ave., to LinI The truthfulnessof our text was IIcoln Ave.; on Lincoln Ave., from 9th to
tent that it is questionable whether 8,80 8 Sle!er- Mrj- H'
' an den,
ioatrated In King Uzziab when bla
8th street,and 8th street from Lincoln
it can he used at all. A. Brown’s ^8'
8nd
nl<;mber
fame had spread abroad and be began
Ave., to Fairbanks Ave., on LincolnAveto feel bis greatness.Pride came in: blacksmith’s shop, adjoining thelH1® ,8mll-T' Dlck H''1»Pk88-P8 nne from 9th to 16th St.; on llth Street
lie forgot timt be was merely the foundry, was also burned to the| rhur6da-v o'18™011 ker f™81118 from Lincoln Avenue to Columbia Ave.
City of Holland, Mich,,
beside those of her deLord's representativeIn the kingdom. ground, but a great deal of the
City Clerk'* Office. April 20, 1911
* Having accomplished great things tools and other things were saved. It Parted husband in Pilgrim Home
Notice is hereby given that the Comfrom a political and military stand- is said that Messrs. Bryce and Bloek- cemetery. The services held iu the mon Council of the City of Holland, at
iPolnt, Uzzlah essayed to a religious
er had only 54,000 insuranceon the First Reformed church were con- a session held Wednesday,April 19, 1911
distinction. He evidently felt that
whole establishment,so that their ducted by Prof. H. E. Dosker and adopted the following resolutions:
God was prond of him and would be
Resolved, that lateral sewers be conloss will be quite heavy, especially Rev. G. H. Dubbink, and at the
structedon ColumbiaAve., from 7th to
very pleased to have him enter the
home by Rev. H. Van Hoogen. As 9th St.; on 9th street from Columbia
.temple after the manner of the priests as they had a lot of partly finished
pall-bearershad been selected— to Lincoln Ave.; on Lincoln Ave., from
work
on
hand.
Nothing
definite
and offer Incense at the Golden Altar.
He knew of the rulds governingthe seems to be known about the origin H°norary I- Cappon, I. Fairbanks, 9th to 8th; on 8th street from Lincoln to
Yan Zwaluwenburg, C. Schols; Fairbanks Ave.; on Lincoln Ave., from
temple and its service,but considered of the fire, which broke out near the

.

Billy "Bullhead” Dahlen,

now the

.

,,

almost

88

i

i

&

were

!

He would go direct to God and not recognize the

ihlmselfabove them.

casting.

priest.

Thera Is but the On# Way
to God

of

Approach

success In business or In politics, their
brilliancyof mind, or their polish pf
educationare the only requisites in
the sight of Jehovah. They feel that
If they go to Church and acknowledge

God, God sbonld be very proud

to

(have them and. of course, should give
them the first place In everything.
This Is o mistake. The great King
Eternal “the Lofty One that inhabIteth Eternity,” has ruletf and regulations governing all attempts to approach Him. TTiere Is the one way of
approach and no other.
King Uzzlah knew of the Divine arrangement,that his prayers ns Incense
could be offered to the Almightyon the
“Golden Altar” only by the priest, so

those who now
have come to a
realization of the

fact that Jesus
Is the groat anti-

Priest

through

EnmUity

before

honor.

whom

from the house at the time the

flames were discovered and

immed- was

were made to extinguish
loss on the building is
$800; insurance >600. The loss on
contents was but small and is fully
covered by insurance. The policy
is in The Farmer’s Mutual of Ottawa
and Allegan counties.

Amount

them. The

WHAT YOU SAW

20

YEARS AGO

The Ottawa Furniture factor}’ has
placed a telephone in its office.
Born to Mr. and Mrs.

H- Conk-

right, Saturday, a ten-pound boy.
Invitations are out for the golden

wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Jan Visswith the Father
cher, Tenth street, Saturday May 2.
has been opened
up would come Receptionin the afternoon and eveunder condem- ningnation should
Dorn, Thursday, to Mr- and Mrs.
they Intrude Into A- C. Rinck, west 8th street— a son.
the Divine pres-

of Truth." (2 Tim. 2:15.) The
leeson seems to be one of humility,
both for the Church and the world.
Some are born humble-mindedand others self-conceited.Humility Is ImportMt, not only on Its own account, but
also because the other graces of the
Ho|y Hplrlt cannot be cultivatedwithout it The Apostle begins the list of
these spiritual graces with meekness.
! Sow could one be patent and submissive in the trials and difficultiesof
life if not meek? How could one be

Total estimated cost of
sewer $6323.28.

the reply.

iate efforts

WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
«nce In prayer, otherwise than as provided In the Divine arrangement,ns
Allie Van Raalte has sold out his
King Uzzlah was smitten with leprosy
agricultural implement business to
lor his presumption and pride.
H. DeKruif, Jr.,of Zeeland, who
A Lesson of Humility
will continue the business in con^ “Study to show thyself approved
nection with his plant at Zeeland,
Unto God. a workman that needeth not
to be ashamed, rightly dividing the at the ware rooms on 7th street.
Word

eraa*

WHAT

Many successful people fall into the
•ame error of supposing that their
I

typical

I

WHAT YOU SAW

10

YEARS AGO

Charles Pokagon, only

living

Simon PokaMich., is now by

child of the late chief,

W.

L.

to

lateral

property according to benefits received
as determinedby the Com®3.00, 83.50,
mon Council. $4549.07Amount to be paid from the
general sewer fund $1774.21.
Best In the World
That the lands lots and premises
UNION
upon which said special assessMADE
ments shall be levied shall include
Boys9
all private property adjacent to
said lateral sewers in said strs.and
aves all of which private lots, lands
and premises are hereby designated aud declared to constitute a
special sewer district for the purrust Color Eyelets Used
pose of special assesment to deW. L Douglas ahoe# are the lowest
fray that part of the cost and expense of constructing lateral sewers in said part of said streets and
other makes. If you have been paying avenues in the manner hereinbehigh prices for your shoes, the next time
fore set forth, as determined by
you need a pair give W. L Douglas shoes
a trial. You can save money on your the Common Council and as herefootwear and get shoes that are just as inbefore set forth, said district to
good in every way as those that have
be known and designatedas Linbeen costing you higher prices.
coln Avenue special sewer assessIf you could visit our large factories
*
at Brockton, Mass^ and see for yourself ment district.
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are
Resolved, further, that the city
made, you would then understand why
clerk be instructed to give notices of
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other
ithe ProPOsed constructionof said
caution -w. l. Douglas name and price u lateralsewers and of the special asetam^ed on the bottom lo protect (be wearer against
. .
,
T™ent 10 b« "“Kioto defray part
Man order caiaiog.w.L.Dougiaa, of the expense of constructing said
roc
jroaaALEBT
sewers according to the diagram,

Shoes
$2.00
and
$?.50

*

!

—
wy.
Kammeraad

, ,

gan of Hartford,
Indian custom, chief of thePokagan
band of the PottawatomieIndiana
plan and estimate which is on
of Michigan and Indiana. He is 35 .-T
fileintheoffi.c«?fcity cierk,
years old and a graduateof the Law! and of the - district to be assessed
rence, Kan. Indian Industrial school.
therefor by publication in the Holland
While attending that institutionhe
| City News for two weeks, and that
learned the tailor trade and takes
rroposed Lateral
, Wednesday the Nth day of May 1911
kind toward opponents and in all great pride in making his own cloththings if he were not meek? How |ing. Since the death of his father On Maple street between 8th and 10th at 7:30 o clock p. m. be and is herederermmed as the time when the
could one be patient toward all If he he has spent much of his time in in- St; on 10th St. between Maple St. and
iWere not meek? How could one be troducing his father’s last book, First Ave: on 9th St. between Maple Common Counciland the Board of
St. and t Irst
pnblic Works wU1 mect at the connGodlike without meeknpse? How could “Oueen of the woods”.
City of Holland, Mich.,
one be lovintj lojbe Scriptural sense
cil
rooms to consider any suggestions
Five of the bricklayers working City Clerk’s Office, April 20, 1911.
Urtthout meekness?
Notice is hereby given that the Com- or objections that may be made to
Along these lines all who will be of on the Holland Furniture factory mon Council of the city of Holland, at
_
the construction
of said 80 wors to
the Church will be tested. Meekness building for Contractor Costing
?flnSS1R(?n,
t>yed?®ndayt'
said
assessment
and
assessment diaand humility must be cultivated and struck for higher wages Monday.
Strict, and to said diagram, pl.‘,
mast abound In the heart In order to They were Retting 35 cents per tlons; d 1 d
wut an
rrnm Ikwlved that lateral sewers be con- plat and estimates.
enable the cultivation of the other hour; but
as two bricklayers from
traits of the Spirit
Grand Rapid, go,
hour
St. and First Aye., on 9tb St.
6W

ton.

N.

D

j

Sewen

Avs.

mu

—
the

V**$ Hi*?!

Ths Day Dahlen Wanted to Be Put
Out of the Game.

ular league umpires, but

Detroit

kicked on him and the other teams,
too. He was pretty bad, ao I got another fellow for today. I think he’a
all right He lives here and has umpired a lot of amateur and college
games. He’s a man worth a quarter
of a million dollars, he stands high iu
society and church circles and In business. He thinks It an honor to umpire
this game, and I hope you fellows
won't kick."
They didn’t kick. The umpiring was
fine up to the ninth Inning. Then
Wichita waa leading by one run. Id
the first of the ninth, with a runner
on bases, Frank Smith hit the ball
half a iplle over the lef^ field fence
and put the Sox ahead. Up to that
time the Sox had been much pleased

with the umpire, but when Wichita
went to bat for the last time things
changed. The umpire began to call
balls regardless of where they wers
pitched. He walked three men, then
another and forced home a run. The
Sox grew mad and Smith turned on
him.

“What are you trying to do?" he d*
manded. "Steal this game?”
"Why, Mr. Smith," said the prominent citizen,in distressed and sur^
prised tones. “Mr. Isbell explained to
me that you wanted to lose this game
to him to give his Wichita team a
good, send-off.”
Foxy Issy had "double-crossed'*
both the umpire and the Sox and he
won the game. Instead of seeing ths
Joke, the Sox got mad.

made anywhere during the season of
1910 was made by Carlisleof the Vernon team of the Pacific coast league
on the San Francisco grounds early In
October. The catch was made possible because It started In a Joking
tributeby Carlisle to the hittingprow-

&®5«00
SHOES

I

BLAH* &LAHH

Perhaps the most remarkablecatch

V

84.00

nuke#.

ywS/tE-ABlANKPTY

be raised by special

assessment on adjacent private

DOUGLAS

Possibly the best joke of the entire
baseball year waa the one that Frank
Isbell, now owner and manager o(
the Wichita team, aUpped over on hla
old comrades, the Chicago White Sox.'
this spring. The Sox were to play an
exhibition game at Wichita, and lasy
had made great preparations for their
coming. Also he thought they had t
sense of humor — which was another
mistake.
Issy prepared a great feast at his
home, and served to his old friends
on the Sox team a beautiful repast.
During the dinner the Sox were telling of the wretched umpiring they
had been getting,and how every umpire in the little cities thought himself duty bound to help his team beat
big leaguers. Issy remarked: ‘Tvs
been having trouble here in the exhibition games. I’ve had one of the reg*

se-

date and settled manager of the rapidly rising Brooklyn team, once had
something of the same sort of an ad,
venture with a great editor. It happened at that time I was working for
the editor who, besides nelng one of
the great newspaper geniuses of thi
country, happened also to be a wild
baseball crank. One day. Dahlen, who
I
was playing shortstop,had a bad day.
,
He kicked and booted and threw wild
and did everything backward, and that
night the editor, who had - seen the
1
game, summoned me and said,'' sharply: "Go after that follow, Dahlen,
and drive him out of town. He’s a
loafer and a drinker."
There wasn’t a chance to argue, so
I hunted Dahlen up and remarked that
I was going to "pan the life out ol
him" and drive him off the team, explaining the circumstances. Where9th to 16th Sts.; on llth street from Lin- upon he remarked that he wished me
engine room. There had been noi^c^n® — Prof. H. Boers; G. J. Diek coln Ave., to Colombia Ave.
sufccessand would help me. For two
fire used since the night before,
Knllen, G. J. Van
That said lateral setters be laid at the weeks Dahlen was criticisedat every
when they were
Daren, B. D. Keppel, D. J. TeRoller. depth and grade, and of the dimensions turn. Then we went east and on the
prescribedin the diagram, plain and
train Dahlen and I slipped away from
profile for sam* adopted by the Common
YOU SAW 25 YEARS AGO
Anson’s ever watchful eye and sought
Council of the city of Holland April 19,
A train was carrying a clergyman 1911, and now on file in the office of the the buffet car and liquid refreshment
Born lo Mr. and Mrs. P. Schoon,
While we were thus engaged the ediand
five or six youths who kept scoff- Clerk; and that the cost and expense of
on Monday, April 26— a boy.
constructingsuch lateral sewers be paid tor entered the car, addressed me, InLast Monday afternoonthe home ing at religion and telling disagree partly from the general sewer fund of quired whether the team was on the
able stories.. The good man endured said city and partly by special assess- train and was Introduced to Dahlen.
of Mr. B. Van Lente, located about 3
miles north of this city, caught fire it all, simply remarkingas he got ment upon the lands, lots and premises I left them at 11 o’clock,the editor
of private property owners abutting upfrom the chimney and was burned out: ‘‘We shall meet again, my on said part of said streetsand avennes
to the ground- The entire family children”. ‘‘Why shall we meet and be*hg adjacent to said lateral sewers
were in a field but a short distance again” said the leader of the band. assessedaccording to the benefits thereto
(yd*
‘‘Because I am a prison chaplain” determined as follows:

,

Nor could he, although he did everythlng he could think of. O’Day made
him play out the string, and the hone
he wanted to bet on won the race at
heavy odda.

OF CRANKS WHO
MAKE PLAYERS VERY
KltfDfr

There are two types of baseball
cranks that pester ball players especially. They are: the crank who
writes letters anonymously and tells
the players how bad they are and the
enthusiastic crank who butts In, Introduces himself, and proceeds to tell
how good they are.
Ty Cobb, the Tiger star, met one of
the latter kind on a train this summer. Worse than that, the fellow not
only was a baseball crank, but also
one of these “purity In sport" reformers. He held for cleanlinessfor
sportsmanship, and Cobb was with
him. Then he got to talking about
tricks turned by ball players to gain
advantages,and he decried them as
unsportsmanlike.Finally he said:
"Mr, Cobb, I am delighted to know
you. I have read things that gave me
an Idea totally Incorrect of you and
your playing. I am glad to find you a
sportsman and a lover of clean sport."
"Thank you," muttered Cobb, a trifle
and of the district to be assessed therewearily.
for by publication in the Holland City
"I shall explain to my friends,”
News for two weeks, and that Wednesday, the 17 h day of May, 1911 at 7;30 stated the fan. Tm sure Mr. Cobb,
o clock p m. be and is hereby deter- that u a southern gentleman, • you
mined as the time when the Common never took unfair advaq^ge of an opCouncil and the Board of Public Works ponent, that you nevA bumped a
will meet at the council rcbms to c nbaseman Intentionally cut with
sider any suggestionsor objections
your spikes, did you.*
that may be made to the construction
^
"Well," said Cobb, hesitatingly,
of said sewers to said assessment and
assessment district,and to said diagram “not any of my close personal
friends."
plan, plat and estimates.

wedd-

r?

TWO

^

.

J

reign to uplift
the hnmble and

In the face.’’

avenues and being adjacent to said lato the

pros[)erous king

*

BASEBALL PEST

£€ral SQwere assessed according

Rapids were united in marriage la,
1 uesday evening at 8 o clock at the |1970 00
The
government
of
the
Netheriu Jerusalemwas Uzzlah. £Io
home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. | Amount to be raised by specialassesmade a good beginning, was lands is about to undertake a great
Molenaar, 327 Grandville, avenue. Ine^ on adjacent private propertyac
work
iu the drainage of the Zuiderreverential toward God and
The
ceremonv was performed
narfm-mpH by
hu cor(ll?*r
1)606011
receIved
deteri ne
mined by10 the
Common
Counollas
|lt,41
iput his capital and the remainderof Zee, by which if successful, 740
Kev.
J
I.
Rergen
of
this
city.
Ow1
Amount
to
be
paid
from
the
general
his kingdom Into a good condition for square miles would be added to the
ing to the illness of the bride’s sewer fund, 1328.34.
defense against enemies. When think- territory of the kingdom. It is esmother, who was severely injured by 1 Tha? the lands, Jots and premises uptimated
that
the
work
will
take
16
ing of the wars of Israel we are to rea
fallabout ten davs ago, tbe
member that this nation Tor a time years to accomplish,and that it will
ing
was a very quiet affair and was ne ty adjacent to said lateral sewers in
costa sum of 16,000,000 pounds. Of
represented God’s rule In the earth in
attended
by the immediate relatives. Iqd streetu and avenues, all 0f which
a sense that no other nation ever did. the 477,000 acres to be drained,
The bride was charmingly attired Private lots, lands and premises are
four
tilths
are
calculated
to
consist
either before or after them,
in white and carried bridal roses.
j Israel's kings were anointed by Di- of valuable land of great fertility.
On Tuesday last night, the Odd bhe was attended by her sister, Miss purpose of special assessment to devine commission and authority, ns
Sluvter. who was becomingly
hennminoiv fray
coRf. and expense
ovnonaa
Nettie Sluyter.
ray that part of the cost
Fellows
resolved to go in a body to
were no other kings, and they were
dressed in white and carried pink of constructinglateralsewers in said
said to "sit upon the Throne of the Centennial and Lincoln parks and
parts of said streets and avenues in the
Kingdom of the Lord.” as no other plant their trees, on next Tuesday roses. Ed Kraus of this city was ma ntr hereinbefore set forth, as debest man. I hose fromthis city who terminedby the Common Council and
kings before or since have held domln- [evening, May 9 — Where are the
witnessedthe ceremony were Mr. and as hereinbefore set forth, said disIon. Theirs was not. however, the Free Masons now?
Mrs. John Kraus, parents of the trict to be known and designated as
Kingdom of God for which we pray,
At the village charter election, groom and Mrs. D. J. Sluyter. Mr. Maple street special sewer assessment
“Thy Kingdom come: thy will be done
district.”
on earth,” but merely a preparatory held at Zeeland on Tuesday last, the and Mrs. G. C. Kraus are well Resolved, further, that ihe City
arrangementwith the typical Israelites. following officers were elected: For known to the young people of Hol- Clerk be Instructedto give notice of
He Shall Reign For a Thousand Years President — D. Baert. For trustees land and are popular in society and the prop sed construction of said later— J. Slabbekoorn,P. Vijn, W. Van musical circles. They will reside at al sewers and of the special assessment
j God's Kingdom will really come to
to be made to defray part c f the ex
Haitsema. For Clerk— R. A. Hijma. 49 VV. 9th street.
earth after Messiah shall establish it
pense of constructing said sewers acFor Marshal — M. Dekker- For As
,For a thousand
With measured tread the venera- cording to diagram, plan and estimate
sessor— A. VanBree. For Treasuron tile in the office of said City Clerk,
years He shall
mm

1

“Huh*" said Hank. “Huh— Say,
you can't get put out of tbla game in
a thousandyean, not if you spike mo

i

__

'

between

ess of “Ping" Bodle, the slugging outfielder of the Frisco team, who came
near breaking world’s records for
home run hits during the season.

The San Francisco grounds are situated low, and surrounded by great
fences, some of them as tall as the
three-story houses that adjoin the
park. At points the fences are nearTy Cobb In ths Clutches of the Pest. ly fifty feet high, yet Bodle kept driordering more beer and talking base- ving the ball over fences, signs and
ball with Dahlen. The following high screens until It got to be a regmorning the editor stopped at my ular thing and a source of joking
berth.
among the fans and players alike. The-.
"I waa much mistakenin that young Vernon team came down from the
man, Dahlen,"he remarked. "He Is north with the Frisco team, and they
a smart, Intelligent and Interesting stopped to play a series on the Misyoung man. I believe these stories sion street grounds. It happened that
about bis drinking have been exagger- while the team was away painters had
ated. I fear we have been misled by been putting some new lettering on
the talk of cranks. I wish you would signs high* above the fence and one
write a story suggesting him as the tall ladder remained propped against
logicalsuccessor of Captain Anson as the fence in right center field. The
ladder was left there, and after Vei>
the manager of the team."
non had batted and. failed to score,
Dahlen was, during his Chicago ca- Carlisle,jogging out to ty* position,
reer, a pestiferous player toward the saw the ladder,and thought of a Joke.
umpires, and one of the worst nag- Two were out when “Ping,” the hero
gers in the business. He has grown of FHsco, came to bat Carlislejogged
sedate and conservative and Is friend- back to the fence and, climbing about
ly to some of the umps nowadays,but twepty feet up the ladder, turned hla
when young he gave all the umpires face toward the field. The bleacher
and Uncle Nick Young more trouble crowd appreciated his tribute to
than any player since his time.
B exile's hitting power and laughed
One day, on the West side, Dahlen and cheered,and the crowd in the
approachedHank O’Day, who was the stands took up the applause. Bodle
umpire, and remarked:
swung wickedly upon the first hall
"Say, Hank, If I run at you In the pitched. Carlisle,thinking he had
first Inning and call you a blank blank carried the Joke far enough, waa deblank and step on your toes with my acending the ladder, when he aaw the
spikes and push my glove Into your hall coming toward the fence,, far
face, what’ll you do?" _
above his head. He tnined, scrambled
"Dpr said Henry, getting rolled up. ten feet up the ladder, clung to a
"Do?
chase you off the lot faster round with one hand and, stretching
than you can run.”
out the other, caught the ball.
“All right,” said Dahlen, calmly,
The catch caused a long argument,
"no hard feelings; ! Just want to get hut It waa allowed and then the umput out quick, so I can gat to Harlem pire stopped the game until the ladder
In time to get A bM down on the Vaa removed
fourth race."
(Owrlfht, HU, to Jessph &
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
STATE OF MICHIGAN—The

Probata
Court for the County of Ottawa.

KIND HEARTED MRS. BILLY

There'sA Reason

Committee be adopted and that the
recommendationstherein contained be
Hat ExperienceIn Subway In Which For tho larpe and increasing«ale of ordered carried out.
Dr. Bell’s Pine Tar- Honey. When
Jan Pool, deceased.
Element of Gratitude Waa
Said resolution prevailed by yeas
Locking.
in the need of a cough medicine try and nays as follows:
Notice is hereby given that four
Yeas— Aids. Van Tongeren, Drinkit and you will know the reason.
months from the 28th day of April
water, -King, Kammeraad, Mersen,
On one of the Intermittent warm
A. D. 1911, have been allowed for
Lawrence, Harrington and Brouwer
attorneys ai4d notaries.
BANKS
days of this winter a certain Mrs.
Saved Child From Death.
creditors to present their claims
— B.
Upper-Westend,
who
la as kind-heartagainst said deceased to said court for
Nays— Aids. Lokker and Jellema—2.
‘‘After our child had suffered from
exam'nationand adjustment, and that ed as she la handsome and wellThe Committee on Streets and
TklTCEMA. a. J., ATTOBNHT AT LAW.
severe
bronchial
trouble
for
a
year,”
dressed,
took
a
Subway
train
downall creditors of said deceased are reTHE FIRST STATE BANK
Coiloctlom promptly attended to. Offtoo
Crosswalks, to whom was referred
over nm Bute Bank.
quired to present their claims to said town to call at her husband’soffice wrote G. T. Richardson,of Richard- the plat of DeKruif’s Sub-Division,
Capital Stock paid Id ............. ....... 150,00
court, at the probate office, in the City and go to luncheon with him.
son's Mills, Ala., “we feared it had reported recommending that the same
Surplua and undivided proflu ............ 50.000
Depositors Security....... ............. 150.000 of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
'Tve had another experience, Billy,” consumption. It hud a bad cough be approved.
4
per
cent
Interest
paid
on
time
depotlu.
ViTC BRIDE, P. H., ATTORNEY, REAL ESbefore the
Adopted.
she said to her husband upon reach- aU the time. We tried many remeiu. Ute and insurance.Office In McBride Exchangeon all businesscentersdomestlcand
foreign.
The Committee on Poor presented
28th day of August, A. D. 1911
ing her destination.“There waa a
Block.
dies without avail, and doctor’s medclaim for physicians services in the
and that said claims will be heard by poorly dressed woman sitting next to
icine seemed as useless. Finally we case of John Mulder.
said court on the 28th day of August, me In the train* and when she got up
VANDER MEULEN, 8 EAST EIGHTH G. J. Dlekema,Pres.
J. W. Beardslee.V. P
Referred back to the Committee 6n
tried Dr. King’s New Discovery, and
to
leave
I
saw
that
she
had
left
her
G. W. Mokma. Cashier
8L Cltiiene phone 1748.
H. Luldens. Ass’t C. A. D. 1911, at ten o’clock in the forePoor.
fur on the seat and I called to her. are pleased to say that one bottle efnoon.
The Committee on Public Buildings
Now wouldn’t you have thought she fected u completecure, and our child and Pronertyreported recommending
Dated, April 28th. A. D. 1911
would have been grateful to me? Not is again strong and healthy.” For that the sum of $100.00 be paid the
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
a bit. That's all you get for telling coughs, colds, hoarseness,lagrippe, Board of Public Works for their share
Judge of Probate.
Capital stock paid in .....................$ 50.000
people they’ve lost something. She asthma, croup and sore lungs, its in the adding machine as per their
T. i. MER8EN, CORNER TENTH AND Additionalstockholder'sliability...... 50 000
3\v-l8
jave me the queerest, most disagreeproposition.
tl Central Avea. Cltlsena phone 1416. Bell Depositor security ...................... luaooo
the most infallible remedy that’s Adopted.
able
look,
and
at
first I thought she
Pays
i
per
cent
interest
on
Savings
Deposits
phene 141.
STATE OK MICHIGAN. Th« Probat*Coon wouldn’t come back. It made me made. Price 50c and M OO. Trial
The Committee on Public Buildings
tor tb« County of Ottawa.
cross, so I only waved my hand at the bottle free. Guaranteedby Walsh i^nd Property reported follows:
T\R. W. G. WINTER. OFFICE TWO
DIRECTORS:
a session of said court, held at fur, and she snatchedIt up and went Drug Co., H. R. Doesburg and Geo. Your Committee on Public Buildings
XJ doors east of In ter urban office. Holland, A. VLsscher. D. B. Keppel. Daniel Ten Cate theAtProbate
and Property wish to call the attenOffice In the City of Grand
L. Lage.
Mich. Cltlsenaphone: Residence,1597; office, Geo. P. Hummer D. B Yntema. J. G. Rutgers
off without even saying thank you.
tion of the Council to a few matters
Haven, in said Bounty, on the 1st day of
17X4.
J. H. Klelnheksel Wm. O. Vt" Eyck
“You needn’t look so queer, Billy, I
pertainingto the City Hall. We
May, A. D.. 1911.
suppose you think I am meddling Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey think a telephone should be installed
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, again, but you wouldn’t have let her
in the Mayor's office as he has opened
For Coughs and Colda.
BICYCLES AND REPAIRS.
Van EycK- Judge of Probate.
go off without her fur! It was such
same four nights a week. We would
In the matter of the estate of
a pretty one, too. It Is surprising
also recommend that suitable rug and
/-tHAB. HUBBARD, 39 WEST NINTH 8T.
CorneliaPfanatiehl, deceased
Weurding
what good things some poor people
ball tree be placed in his office. We
Common Council.
\J Cltlsenaphone 1166.
Gerrit J. Dlekema and Albertus C. Van wear."
are also informed by the City Clerk
(Official)
Milling Com’y Raalte having filed in said court their petition, “You shouldn’t leave off your own
that no racks or cupboards have been
praying for licenseto sell the interest of said
Holland, Mich., April 26, 1911.
provided for clothes. Someone should
estate
in
certain
real
estate
therein
described.
fur
even
If
It
Is
a
warm
day,"
reTAILORS. HATTERS, FURThe Common Council met pursuant have authority to completethese matWheat, Buckwheat,
It is ordered. That the 29th day of May. marked Mr. Billy, dryly, and Mrs.
to adjournment and was called to or- ters and to <also take care of the sideand Rye Flour
NISHERS.
A D. 1911. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at Billy, throwing a hasty glance over der by the Mayor.
walk approaches, lawn, driveway, etc.,
Graham Flour and said probate offle*, be and I* bendy appointed her pretty self and her belongings, Present— Mayor Stephan, Aids. Van outside of City Hall. The janitor calls
for hearing aald petition;
answered with a little shriek:
FLUTTER A DYKEMA. 8 EAST EIGHTH
Tongcren, Dekker, King, Kammeraad,,ouf attention to a leak in the walk or
Bolted Meal, Feed
and that all persons interestedin said estateapBt. Cltltonsphone 1228.
“Oh, I only threw It over my arm. Mersen, Lawrence, Harrington, Jelle- driveway over the furnace. This is
Middlingsand Bran pear before saio court, at said time and place,
You don’t suppose that It was my new ma and Brouwer,and the Clerk.
quite a serious matter and should not
to show cause why a licenseto sell the interest
The reading of the minutes and be left.. We would recommend those
Christmas fur that that horrid woman
Ch&s.
S.
Dutton
of said estate in said real estate should not be
MUSIC.
regular order of business was sus- several matters be placed in charge
88-90 E. Eiehtlj St grunted
went off with, Billy?’’
Propriotor
of Your Committee with povyer to
And that was just what had hap- pended.
It la furtherordered,that public noticethereJohn Looman petitioned for per- act.
of be given by publicationof a copy of this pened.
y^tOOK BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPUmission to move a building from East
order, for three auccesaiveweeks previous to
Adopted and recommendation* or\J lar songs and the best In the music Una
aald day of hearing.In the Holland City News,
Largest Stock of
11th Street to Zwemer's Addition.
Cltlsena phone 1269. 87 East Eighth 8L
dered carried out.
a newspaper printed and circulated In aald
Granted subject to ordinance.
county.
The Committee on Sewers, Drains
VAST LAKE OF SOLID SODA Peter Eelhart petitionedfor the and
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
Water Courses reportedrecomposition of City Inspector.
A true
judge of Probata.
mending that the City Engineerbe inBOOKS AND STATIONERY.
Remarkable Discovery at Lake Magadl
Filed.
structed to place a catch basin at the
Orrie Sluiter.
In East Africa — Mystery la
Anton Seif, Sr., and Anton Seif, Jr., corner of College Avenue and 6th
Co.
Register of Probate.
TT. VANDER PLOEG. STATIONERY AND
petitioned for permission to engage in Street and connect same with surface
Cleared Up.
HI books, tbs best assortment.44 East in the city. Re18 3w
the business of manufacturingbrewed, drain.
Eighth BL Cltlsenaphone 1469.
pairing of any
Wonderful as have been the reports malt and fermentedliquors for sale.
Adopted.
STATE OF MICHIGAN—The ProbateCourt
Referred to the Committee on Lifor the County of Ottawa.
The Committee on Sewers, Drains
of the vast soda deposit at Lake Masort.
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH.
At a session of said Court, held at the Procenses.
and Water Courses reportedas folgadi in East Africa, the tendency
Dealers in Lumber
bate OfficeIn the City of Grand Haven, In
The City Attorney,to whom was lows:
CHAS. HUBBARD of all descriptions. said County,on the 1st day of May A. hithertohas been to deem the stories referred a claim of Justice Miles’ for
1. That surface drains be confantastic. Now, however, the mystery services,reported, recommending the
COTT-LUOERfl LUMBER CO.. 286 RIVER
D. 1911.
structed on the following Streets:
39 W. 9th St. Bt Cltlsenaphone 10UL
Is
cleared
up
by
the
report
of
an
expepayment of the claim as corrected at Central Avenue from 9th Street to
o^esent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge
Citiiens Phone 1156
90 East Sixth St.
dition which penetrated quite to the $4.55.
18th Street; Fourteenth Street from
In the matter of the estate of
Interior of Britain’sremote possession
Adopted and warrant ordered is- Central Avenue to Pine Street, and
NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
George W. Browning
-as far, indeed, as 16 miles from the sued.
emptying into Tannery Creek; ColThe Clerk presentedthe following lege Avenue from 8th Street to 24th
troltler of German East Africa. The
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN—
The
ProDeceased.
fTUUB NEWS DEPOT. 30 WEST EIGHTH
druggists’ bonds: George Lage prin- Street; Van Raalte Avenue from 14th
bate Court for the County of OtBt. Cltlteniphone 1749.
Frances E. Browning having filed in said court ascertainedfacts, according to the
tawa.
Chemical News, are more surprising cipal, with C. Ver Schure and O. A. Street to Black Lake; Fourteenth
her peUtloopraying mat a certaininstrument in
At a session of said Court, held at writing,purporting to be the last will aud testa- than the first reports. What, In the B-rns as sureties;John W. Kramer Street from College Avenue to Centhe Probate Office in the Citv of ment of said oeceased,now on file in said case of an ordinarylake, would be principal,with Rose Kramer and M. tral Avenue.
UNDERTAKING.
Grand Haven, in said County, on the court be admitted to probate,and that the ad- water consists at Magadl of a solid Van Putten as sureties;G. D. Smith
2. That the construction of such
principal, with O. A. By ms and A. B.
17th day of April, A. D„ 1911 mlnietratlonof said estatebe grantedto her- deposit of soda, with a hard surface Bosman as sureties; F. J. Schouten drain in Central Avenue be done without delay, under the direction of the
TORN 8. DYK8TRA, 40 EAST EIGHTH Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, self or to some other suitable person.
looking like pink marble. During the principal,with Dr. H. Kremers and
<1 8L Cltlsenaphone 1267— Xr.
City Engineer,and that your Comr
It is Ordered, That the
Judge of Probate.
wet season— which In this region Is H. Boone as sureties. ^
mittee be instructed to receive bids
29th day of May, A. D., 1911.
Referred to the Committee on Li
In the matter of the estate of
very short— the surface ii covered
for the material needed and purchase
censes.
with a few inches of water. ImmediJan Graadyk, Deceased.
the same, in order to prevent anv unat ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
CROCKERY. GLASS AND HOUSE
Aid. Drinkwater here appeared and
ately after the cessation of the rains
necessary delay.
probate
office,
be
and
is
hereby
apAaltjeGraadyk, having filed In said
took his scat.
the whole of the surface becomes dry
That bids be received by the CpmFURNISHINGS.
court her petition praying that a certain instru- pointed for hearing said petition.
The
Clerk
reported
that
at
a
meetment in writing,purporting to be the last will
hton Council for the balance of the
It is Further Ordered, That public with the exception of a margin about
ing
of
the
Common
Council,
held
and testament of said deceased, now on file in
TVTKBTRA'B BAZAAR STORE, 40 EAST said court be admitted to probate,and that the notice thereof be given by publica- 30 yards wide. Even during the wet April 19th. 1911, the report of the material needed for such drain, and
that the work be done under the diadministration of said estate bo granted to tion of a copy of this order, for three season the amount of water on the
Eighth Bt. Cltlsena phona 1267— Xr.
Committee on Ways and Means that
herselfor to some other suitableperson.
rection of the City Engineer.
successive weeks previous to said day surface In no way renders Impracthe
petition of E. Vander Veen for
It is Ordereo,
3. That the manner of payment for
of hearing, in the Holland Citv News, ticable the working of the deposit For
a refund of taxes paid on lot 7, block
GROCERIES AND MEATS.
That the 16th day of May A. D. 1911 a newspaper printed and circulated in many years “Indians"from Nairobi,
said work and construction be refer66, Vander Veen's Addition, for the
at ten o'cIoi<|f In the forenoon,at said said county.
red to the Committee on Ways and
who use this soda for washing pur year 1910. be referred to the new Means.
Probate
offlcf,
be
and
la
hereby
appointed
| A LBEJRT HIDDINO.— FILL TOUR MAREDWARD P. KIRBY,
Council
was
adopted.
poses and as snuff, have been removxi. get basket with 'njce clean fresh gro- for hearing sai l petition;
On motion of Aid. Drinkwater,
A true copy. Judge of Probate.
Referred to the Committee on Ways
ceries. Don't forget the place, comer River
ing It from the lake without regard to
Resolved, That the report of the
ORRIE
SLUITER,
It
is
further
Ordered,
That
public
and Beventh streets. Both phonos.
and Means.
the season. — Current Literature.
Committee be adopted.
Register of Probate.*
notice thereof be given by publication
The Clerk reported that at a meetSaid resolution prevailedby yeas
a copy of this order for three sucing of the Common Council, held
3vv-18
p. BOOT, DEALER IN DRY GOODS AND of
and nays as follows:
cessive
weeks
previous
to
said
day
of
XT groceries. Give us a visit and ws will
April 18th. 1911, the Committee on
Unnerved.
Yeas— Aids. Van Tongeren, Drinkhearing in The Holland City News, a STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate Court
satisfy you. 82 West Eighth Bt.
Ways and Means, to whom was referEvery
minute
waa
precious,
aald
the
water, Kin**. Kammeraad, Lokker,
newspaper printed and circulated in
for tha County of Ottawa.
red the matter of charges for light,
man who wanted hla letters written In heat and janitorship of the new City Mersen, Lawrence, Harrington, Jellesaid county.
In the matter of the estate of
BREWERIES.
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
a burry, yet he left a building that Hall, reported recommending that the ma and Brouwer— 10.
Sikke Jonker. deceased.
Nays— None.
A true
Judge of Probate.
provided three public stenographers charges be paid by each department,
On motion of Aid. Jellema,
Notice Is hereby given that four months and walked four blocks up the street
ORRIE SLUITER,
and that as far as possible separate
JJOLLAND CITY BREWERY, CORNER
Resolved, That the question of
from the *2nd day of May. A. D. 1911,
Register of Probate.
to another stenographer.
light meters be placed in the different
regulation of the sale of intoxicating
have been allowed for creditors to present
offices,
and
that
where
it
is
not
posTenth and Maple Streets. Cltlsenaphone
“She la no more efficient than those
3w-16
liquors by druggistsbe referred to
their claims against said deceased to said
1128. Purest beer in the world. Bold In botother girls," he said, "bat nobody will sible to place meters, the expense of the Committee on Ordinances, and
tles and kegs. A. Selft * Son.
court for examination and adjustment
get good work out of them today be- light be estimated by one of the Com- if they find it possible, that they re-1
and that all creditors of said deceased are
of the Council.
port an ordinanceto the Council at
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate required to present their claims to s&ld cause two workmen were killed this mittees
Referred to the Committee on Pubthe next regular meeting.
Court /or thq County of Ottawa.
court, at the Probate Office In the city of morning In the building next door. All lic Buildings and Property.
DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
Carried.
In tha matter of the estateof
the
men
working
In
the
new
building
Grand Haven. In aald county, on or beOn motion of Aid. Jellema,
On motion of Aid. Drinkwater,
that Is a
Louisa Harrington,Deceased.
fore the
2nd day of September
A. U.
D. 1911 have gone home for the day;
------- -17^1
’
The City Clerk’s bond was fixed at
The matter of street sprinkling serfXTALSH i>RUO CO., DRUGGIST AND
and that said «la!ms will be heard by said | 11116
trades, and It might Just $2,000.00 with two sufficientsureties.
Notice la hereby given that four months
»v pharmacist.Full stock of gooda pervices was referred to the Committee
court ou the 2nd d»y of September. A- D. 1911 about as well be made a rule In the
On motion of Aid. Jellema.
taining to the business Cl leans phone 1483. from tho 14th d»y of Aorlij
ll.
on Streets and Crosswalks.
S E. Eighth BL
at ten o'clockIn the forenoon.
Resolved,
That
all contracts to be
neighboring
offices,
for
the
clerks
have been allowed for creditors to present
On motion of Aid. Lawrence,
Mated May 2nd. A. D. 19n.
executed
on
behalf
of
the
City
of
who see and hear about the accident
their claims againstsaid deceased to said
Resolved,That a sidewalk be orEDWARD
P. KIRBY.
are never fit for much the rest of the Holland, shall be signed by the Mayor dered constructed on the north side
T\OE8BURO, H. R., DEALER IN DRUGS, court for examination and adjustment,
day. There is no danger attached to and City Clerk, and have the seal of of Ninth Street, between Pine Street
Judge of Probate.
XX- medicines. palnU, oils, toilet articles. and-that all creditors of said deceasedare
Imported and domestic cigars. Citiiensphone required to present their claims to said
their Jobs, but the accident gives every the City affixed thereto.
and Maple Street, ana that the City
18 3w
Carried.
1291. 32 E. Eighth Bt.
court, at the probate office, In the City of
stenographerand typewriter in the
Engineer serve notice on the nroperty
The Committee on Licenses,to owner
Grand Haven, In said county, on or before STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Prooate
ordering the same, and requirCourt building a case of nerves."
whom
was
referred several matters,
the 14th day of August,
D. 1911 fnr the County of Ottawa.
ing said walk to be constructed within
reported as follows:
and that said claims will be heard by aald
sixty days after service of such noMEATS.
In the matter of the estate of
1. On the petitionof Nick Psyhoy- tice, as provided for by ordinance.
Sleeping Potion.
CXTM. VAN DER VEERH, 162 E. EIGHTH courtlon the 14th day of August.A. D. 1911.
Jennie Breur, deceased.
ios, for shoe shining parlor,etc., your
'Tv Bt. For choice steaks, fewlg, or game at ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Referred to the Committee on Side-'
’ vnu-a
^ — .v
A. woman who suffered much from Committee recommends that the same
Notice is hereby given that four months from
u
In1 season. Cltlsenaphone 1048.
walks.
Dated April, 14th. A D. 19U.
the 2nd day of May. A D. 1911. have been al- 8 eePle88°e88 waB reUeveA by the be not granted.
On motion of Aid. Lawrence.
Edward P. Kirby,
2. Your Committee further recomlowed for creditors to present their claims 8‘ronS odor of mint breathed each
Resolved, That all encroachments
Judge of Probate.
mends that the applicationsof Walter
againstsaid deceased to said oourt for exami- n*Kht.
on Harrison Avenue, between 16th
p|E KRAKER A DE ROSTER, DEALERS
Sutton,
Dulyea
&
Vander
Hie.
and
natlon.’and adjustment, and that all creditors The remedy was one of those old
In all kinds of fresh and ealt meats.
Street and 18th Street,be ordered re/ 3w 16
of said deceased are requiredto presenttheir wife cures that are often effective, Blom Si Hcfstecn for Wholesale
Market on River BL Cltlsenaphona 1006.
moved, and that such Street be kept
claims to said court, at the probateoffloe.in and was brought to the sleeplessone's Liquor Dealers’ licenses be approved, open for public use.
as also the application of Anton Seif,
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
Referred to, the Committee on
Ha,r ‘n ?kl ?UBty' onor notice by a clever friend, who sent a
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Sr., and Anton Seif, Jr., for a Brewer’s
beforethe{2ndday
of September. A. D, i9ii
.
Streets and Crosswalks.
At a session of said court, held at that said claims will be heard by said court on
BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
f Bnon le InTTl m/ “
? license.
On motion of Aid. Lawrence,
- small sponge and daintily embrol2nd day of September.A. D. 191 1 at ten
3. Your Committee recommends Resolved, That the condition of the
the Probate Office in the City of the
dered lawn bag to hold the saturated that the DruggistBonds of Frederick
Grand Haven, In said county, on the o'clockIn the forenoon.
septic tanks located at the foot of
sponge.
Dated. May 2nd. A. D. I9H.
J. Schouten. John W. Kramer, GerISAAC VERSCHURE. THE lOCENT PARP
28th day of April, A. D., 1911
Central Avenue, and at the foot of
* cel deliveryman, always prompt. Also ex'
The bag had a spray of mint leaves ber Drug Co., Jacob Haan, Harry
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
12th Street, and the general condiPresent: Hon. Edward P. Kirby.
press and baggaare- Call him up on tee CitiDoesburg,
Walsh
Drug
Co.,
H.
J.
done
In
colors
on
one
side,
and
on
the
zens phone I«fc8 for qulo delivery.
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate.
tion of Black Lake and River near the
•other "Sweet Sleep." Through a cas- Fisher, Chas. Dykstra. Geo. Lage and same, and the matter of sewage near
In the matter of the estate of
ing at the top were drawn narrow C. D. Smith, be approved.
the Ottawa Furniture Co., be referred
James L. Fletcher, Deceased.
4. That the bonds of Dulyea & to the Board of Health for investigaPLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.
green ribbons that could be hung over
Vander Bie, with Fred J. Metz and tion and report to the Common CounWilllamJ.Fletotaer
haring filed in aald court his
the head of the bed at night.
Cornelius Vander Bie as sureties, and cil.
petitionpraying that a certain instrument in
The
odor
of
the
mlqt
proved
soothwriting,purporting to be the last will and testBlom & Hofsteen, with Cornelius Carried.
TYLER VAN LA14DEGEND.Dealer In ament of said deceased, now on file in said
ing, and gradually the sleeping habit
Blom, Jr., and Hendrick Farms as
* Windmills. Gasoline Engines. Pumps and court be admitted to probate,and that the adOn motion of Aid. Jellema.
returned.
PlumbingSupplies. ^ .Citx. phone 1088. 49 W ministration with the will annexed of said
sureties, be' approved.
T he Clerk was instructed to reestatebe granted to Fred T. Miles or td some
6th Street.
5. That the amount of bonds be quest the Board of Public Works to
other suitableperson.
fixed at Three Thousand Dollars, and report to the Council at its next reguIt Is Ordered,That the
Market for Condensed Milk.
Succeed when everything else fails.
only personal bonds be accented.
lar meeting, the condition of the CenThe United States consul feels sure
In nervous prostrationand female
6. That the application of Bert tral Avenue sewer.
29th
day
of
May,
A.
D.
1911.
DRY CLEANERS'
that there’s a promising market In Cochran has been withdrawn from the
weaknessesthey are the supreme
at ten o’clock In the forenoon, at said
On motion of Aid. King,
; Malta for condensed milk. "Fresh consideration of your Committee.
remedy, as thousands have testified.
probate office, be and is hereby apResolved, That it is the sense of the
cow’s milk Is scarce In Malta," be
On motion of Aid. King,
FOR KIDNEY«LIVER
Common Council that the Committee
•leaalDf , pr«*ln«.
pointed for hearing said petition
The Common Council went into the on Streets and Crosswalks and the
writes, "and most Maltese use goat's
It is Further Ordered, That public
milk. There are about 10,000 milch Committee of the Whole to discuss City Engineer, have the West 8th
It is the best medicine ever sold
notice thereof be given by publication
goats In the Islands. They are driven the report of the Committee on Li- Street paving extended across. First
over a druggist's counter.
of a copy of this order, for three suc) City* Run. and Carpet Wearing
Avenue, under the terms of the confrom bouse to house and milked in the censes,
Peter Luldena. Prop. Oarpetaand cessive weeks previous to said day of
Whereupon the Mayor called Aid. tract; Pfovided, that the property
presence of the buyer. Goats are tied
hearing, In the Holland City News, a
Van Tongeren to the chair.
owners liable to assessment therefor
newspaperprinted and circulated In Rockjf iou^jn Tei|iiggits at the doors of Maltese cafes and
After some time spent therein, the
said county.
when milk Is wanted for coffee the Committee arose and, through their waive any form of notice of such extensions, and that the City Attoranimal Is milked by the owner. As a chairman,reported that they had unEDWARD P. KIRBY,
Bring* Golden Health and RenewedVlgrt.
ney be instructed to obtain sudi
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate.
A epeclflo for Oomtl nation.Indigestion.
Liver large proportion of the goats have der consideration the report of the
waiver without
and Kidney troubles. Pimples, Eczema. Impure
Mediterraneanfever germs, the for- Committee on Licenses,asked concurOrrie Slnlter
DENTISTS.
Blood Bad Breath. SluggUh Bowelx. Headache
Carried.
Register of Prohate
and Backache. Its Rocky Mountain Tea In tab- eign residentsrefrainfrom using their rence therein and recommended its
Adj'onrned.
let form. 85 cents a box. Genuine made hr
milk and the British garrison is tir- adoption.
T\m.*J. O. SCOTT. DENTIST. OUR MOTTO
I8-3W
loLLisrxaDrug Compart. Madison, Win
LTit good work, meonabi# prtosa. CWOEn motion of Aid. Van Tongeren,
hidden to consume it"
RICHARD OVERWEG,
tOLOEN
NUGGETS
FOR
SALLOW
PEOPLE
1441, a Bart Eighth BL
Resolved, That the report %>f the
!
City Clerk.
In tka matter of tha aatata Of
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
continue to supply all of our present B. God f 'ey were ro-appolutedas City
consumerswith gas.
Pfaysloiaiaod City Health Officer reContinued from 1st page)
If deemed advisable by your Honorable Body, we would suggest the ap- spectively, Peter Ver Wey was again
tied extensions, means the investment pointment of a commit’ ee from your the unanimous choice of the council as
of upwards of 150, OuO. The-C’ompany Council and from the business men of
pouodmaster,aod Tjzrt piauta was re
has not this amount of money, and can- the city of Holland to discuss this
appointed street commissioner on the
not raise it: hence, will be unable to matter with us.
better the condit.ons that existed last
All of which is respectfullysubmitt- first ballot. The appointmentof a city
summer, except by shutting off the ed at the directionof our executive inspector caused a little discussion.
supply of gas to approximately 3)0 con- committee.
Aid. Mersen wanted to combine the
lOumers.
HOLLAND CITY GAS COMPANY.
office of Sealer of Weights and MeasThe average amount of gas sent out
Jos. H. Brower, Secretary.
ures with that of City Inspector.The
during the months of July, August and
A ay 3, 1811.
Septeniber, 1910, was 121,000 cubic feet
matter will be taken up later by resoFollowing is a letter from the Gas
per day. Without adding any new conCompany’s
consulting Engineer which lution but with this plan in mind Peter
sumers, the natural increaseof gas consumed bypresent consumers is about seems to bear outcome of the state- Elhart was appointed.
ments made in the communication:
A good deal of interestwas shown in
20 p. o. This means that the average
Mr. Jos. H Brewer,
daily demand on the plant duriug Jufv,
Mich.
Trust
Bldg,,
Grand
Rapids, the appointmentof a member of the
Augu t and September will be approxMich.
Board of Public Works In place of A.
imately 133, COo cubic fea per day.
Dear Mr. Brewer:—
J.
Van Putten. A number of the canThis we cannot supply for the reasoo
As Consulting Engineerof the Holthat we have cot sutlicientapparatus
didates received scattering votes but
land ( ity Gas Co., I have called your
nor holder capacity.
attentionseveral times to the fact that the contest was between Benj. Van
In a recent decision by the Railroad
Commission of Wiscotsin,which has it is unsafe to run the plant w th its Raalte, Jr. and Walter Lane. Lane
supervision over tee public utilities small storage holder capacity.The finally won out and was given the apoperated in that state, the following reasons for this I have explainedto pointmtnt. Many arepleisedjwith the
you before. I now wish to put myself
language was used:
appointmentof Mr. Lane to the board
“In regard to the holder capacity, it on record and absolve myself from any
responsibility
in the possibleloss of life as he is a progressive wide awake busis the opinion of engineers mat good
practicerequires holder capacity of a- to consumersof the company by asphyx- iness man. That he has shown by his
bDut one uay’s output, and ihat in iation if the plant is continued to run connectionwith the Bush
Lane
in its present condition.
general the minium should not be less
Piano company.
I recommenu that you do not add
than 80 p. c. of one day’s output ”
It took 18 ballots before the council
The holder capacity of the oolland another c nsumer until such time as
gas plant is 57,000 cubic feet. The you have a new holder erected and in could decide on a member of the board
.maxium single day's sendout during use: in fact, to be safe you should at of police and nre commissionersto sucthe coming summer will be not less than once discontinue serving gas to 200 or
ceed A. Visscher.Henry Brusse. Fred
300 of your present consumers.
.133, OOu cuoic feet. If we are to follow
Tilt, Wm. Orr, A. Visscher,E Shaw
Yours
very
truly,
what is established as good practice,
B O. Tippy. and L. C. Bradfordwere all represent'- we must have holder capacity of 133,
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ITS GOING TO BUY

DR. KING'S
NEW

rftm

PISOOVERY
^
|

&

THE CURE THArS

SURl|

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, WHOOPING COUGH
AND ALL DISEASES OF
THROAT, CHEST AND LUNGS

Curst.

S1AO

Famous for Forty Yean of
Pries 80c and
ed in the voting until Orr finallyreThe five citizenswho were appointed
seen that our
ceived the required six votes. Much
sold
and
oiiaranteid
by
by
the
mayor
to
act
with
him
and
the
holder capacity is about 43 p. c. of our
maximum one day’s output. It is ab- committeeof Ways and Means in the interestwas stirred up over the apsolutely^unsafe and truly impossible to matter of the Gas company’s communi- pointmentbut there was a general satoperate the plant under th se condit- cation are: W. H. Beach, Fred Tilt, isfaction in the result.
ions. Being unable to secure the nec- C. R. McBride, John Kellv C. J. DregJames Westveer was again unaniman.
essary funds under the present schedmously elected d.rector of the poor,
ule ot rates to make required additions
The Macatawa Park association has
At this point the committee on there being no opposition to the city’s closed a deal with the Holland into our plant, the only course In order
3o operate in safety la to reduce the ways and means asked for a fifteen oldest emp'oye. Henry Geerlingswas terurban wbich will be. the opening
.number of consumers supplied. We minute recess in which to prepare a
reappointedon the 1 brary board to wedee for making Macatawa a smokenro, therefore, compelled to respectless resort.Bv the terms of the agreereportThe
request
was
granted
succeed
himself, and Dr. T. A. Boot
iully notify your Honorable Body at
ment the power house will be closed
this links that on July 1st next we will and after the recess the committee was elected member of the board of
SPECIAL RATES and other Special Inducements to young men and
and
for cottages and
- all electricity
_ _________
.be compelled to discontinue supplying handed in an ordinance relative to health to succeed Isaac Marsilje. G.
park purposeswill be furnished by the
women of pluck, ggh and energy. Young men, if you are 18 years, or
gas to 300 of the present consumers in
the salaries of city officials, which -.
— --- and
-- Cornelius
xsvauouuaVerschure
Yorsuuure railway company. Arrangements have
J. —
Diekema
more of age, we can train and secure for you positions paying from $750
jous city. In so doing we will endeavor to select those whom it will incon- was adopted. A number of salaries were appointed as members of the har- bee,n m,ade with owne/s of ,fcrry 1,oats
to
$900 per annum to start. Send for particulars. Young women, if you
an(i other steam craft to burn a vavenience the least.
are raised in the ordinance but none
are ambitious, we can train and secure for you positions of trust and rtriety of coal which is practically
We a>e prepared to present an item- lowered. The city clerk was raised
w. J. txarrod was elected member of smokeless. The association is also
$pon«bility paying attractivesalaries. Over 300 graduates placed annually.
ised in /entory of the physical property
from 51,000 to 51200, and the city the board of parks and cemetery trus- 1 planningthe erection in the near fu
of the Company, made by one ot the
High-grade instruction bv able educators. 100 typewriters(latest models).
ture of a
new hotel on
......
---piles far out
Best gas engineers in the country, treasurer from 5550 to $000. The tees in the place of P. H.
16,000 sq. ft. floor space. Be sure to send for catalog "B.,t
into the lake. The building will be
we are also prepared to present a re- salariesof the street commissioner More importance is attatchedto tha
several stories high and equal to that
port pf the financialoperations of the and city Attorney remain unchanged appointment now than heretoforebelocated at any other resort.
62-68 IVari Street
Company its entire existence, certified
GRAND RAPIDS
at $700 and 5450, respectively. cause of the fact that the city has taken
to by Messrs Hasken and Sells, public
There was a -motion to raise the over the cemetery, but there was a The Fourteenth Street English
* t New Yon and Chicago.
Wqfcot only offer the data ajiove men- health officer from 5300 to $400 but general satisfaction in the appointment Christian Reformed church has nominated the followingtrio from which
tioned,, hut the City may have access it was not carried. The city physi- of Mr. Garrod.
a pastor will be selected to succeed
at any and all times to our property
cian was raised from $250 to 5300
Rev. D. R. Drukker on May 8: Revs.
and booka (or the purpose of making
LOCAL.
Jacob Bolt of Denver, Col.; P. D. Van
and the director of the poor from
iuch investigationas it desires.
The aldermen purchased for
on!i i t T
The Gap Company rleslres not to be 5175 to 5200 with the condition at- Stephan, who has regular office hours
of Rochester
LThe
its franchise, and if tached that he installa telephone in
lug ean„7ot
cl left
IWiP&^to charge reasooaWe rate*
residence. The City Librarian
" IT .s product, will make the neceswas raised from $480 to $000. The
sary auditions to its plant and extensions of Its mains. In order to convince salary of the city engineer was inyour Honorable Body and the citizens creased from $1200 to 51500.
MONARCH HOUSE PAINT
of Holland that what it is asking is on- There was some objectionto this
of"™'
eItPeC,ed ,0 arriVe h're
ly fair, and relying upon the sense of
7T
7~ z
100 per cent pure .................... ...... $2.06 per gallon
raise, but it is the result of a combi- leg. One of the rails fell on bin) ! m,
fairnees manifested at all times by your
and
he
was
placed
under
the
care
of
0 ,nBta^al,0J
J.
Simons floor paint, the best ..................$1.50 per gallon
people, It offers to disclose the actual nation of the present duties of the
Dr. H. Kremer, the road surgeon. * flunk as pastor of the old VanRaalte
value of its physical property and to office with some of those pertaining
Wright and Hill strict linseed oil ............ $1.05 per gallon
church will be held Thursday eveshow, through disinterested experts, to the board of public works, elira
The government dredge General ning, May 11. AUthe local bastors
Pure turpentine ............ .............. . $1.20 per gallon
what it has been able to earn in the
past. In fact, it offers to submit to inating the necessity of having a city
Turpentine
(substitute) ...................... 60c per gallon
¥<’™ed
your Honorable Body every item en- electricianand in reality a saving to hedging ^he^charmefhere Int ha°!
gone
to
South
Haven.
The
channel
^atlon
w,iI “al8t ,n. the ceremonies,
Strictly pure white lead ...................$8.00 per hundred
tering into its operation during the the city of about 5700 a year.
is no sufiicentlydeep to accommo- Tunk will deliver his initial
years of its existence. Upon such a
The ordinance takes effect immedVarnishes, stains, brushes, etc-, at greatly reduced prices
valuation,it seeks to earn only a fair
date all of the boats and the trouble 8armon Sunday morning, May 14.
iately
and
the
raises
in
salary
begin
return, such as has been establishedby
of last year will be
Mr. Tank came here from
the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin with the present term of office.
Oostburg, Wis
Our assortment is the largest and best in the city
and the public UtilitiesCommission
Aid. King introduceda resolution
Rev. Dr. Samuel M. Zwemer, misof New York aa being just and eqult- 1 the effect that the council request sionary to Arabia, was for a second
A JOKE THAT FAILED.
Able. If it is permittedto earn such
time honored with the presidencyof
the board of public works to repair
Flipson—Young Fatty has got the
fair return upon money actuallyinvestthe conferenceon missions to Mosed. it can obtain funds with which to the fence around the Nineenth street lems, recentl" held at Lucknow. The
{? hisT littlc
give the city of Holland service sec- ball grounds. This was adopted by conferencewas widely representative, J„ -o^nanv Blazes 1 ire Insurond to none.
the council. Another resolution in- having in all 162 delegates from efeven Flooson— How5
The company realizes that ft acceptcountries and fifty-fourmission
Flipson— He insured 5Q0 cigars,
ed tbe grant under which it is how op- troduced by the socialist alderman boards. Papers were read by missmoked them, and then sent in a
relative
to
locating
and
the
erection
erating and shou d live up to it in evsionaries from nearly every country
ery particular. It finds Itself, however of bath houses was referred to the in which there are Mohammedans, claim on tfie ground that they were
80 E. 8th St.
destroyedby fire.
unable to do so.
Citz. Phone 1254
committee on ways and means.
from Morocco to China and from
Flopson—
And
they laughed at him,
Finding itself in this situation, una
Malaysia
to
Russia.
The last matter of importance to
I suppose.
ble to perform its contract with the
Mipson — No; thev had him arrested
city, the Gas company does cot desire come before the council was a resolAcceptingthe invitationextended to uu a cnai
on a charge of setting fire to his own
to obstruct tbe progress of the city nor ution to request the police departhim to preach to the American tour- I nrnn-_,v
to stand in the way of someone else
ment to enforce the ordinance rela- ists who visit the Hague during the P
giving the city the servicewhich it is
tive to the obstruction of streets. summer, Rev. Matthew Kolyn, proentitled to. It therefore now waives
fessor of historical theology at the
its rights under Section 20 of the fran- This was adopted and on the motion
Western Theological seminary, will
chise, which provides that tne city of Aid. Van Tongeren the council
sail from New York June 20. He
may have the right to purchase the adjourned until Friday evening at
will return about the middle of SepGas plant at the expiration of ten years
tember.
from the date of tbe franchise, it of- five o’clock when they will look into
CHICAGO BOAT-Daily Steamer Between Holland and Ctiicago
fers to sell its plant to the city at this the matter of opening Cleveland
Zeeland and Vrieslandare gaining
time, under the terms of said section Avenue.
a reputation for chicken raising.John
20. In oth«r words, if your Honorable
Diekema of Zeeland has just shipped or
Body cannot see its way clear to amend
2,000 to Havre, Mont., and D. M.
our franchise at this time so that we
%
A meeting of the council was held in Wyngaarden of Vriesland sent 2,500
may earn sufficientmoney to comply
Anyone who has pimplea, boils,blackheads,
the City ball Monday evening for the to New York state.
liver
spots,
open
sores
and eruptions should
with its provisions, which we very
'
$
know It is because of bad blood. The drculsmuch desire you to do. we will step purpose of electing the city officialsfor
Mr. and Mrs. kaymond Walk.r of
aside and permit the city at this time the coming year.
Holland are the happy parents of a
to purchase the property.
It took 13 ballots to decide the ques10-lb boy. Mrs. Walker was
iMuch has been said recently in the
tion of who was to be city attorney. merly Miss Elfie Gaylord of this —
public press and in other places as to
the capita ization of the company and On the first formal ballot the present place. — Douglas News.
of the amount of bonds outstanding up- attorney Arthur Van Duren received 4
George Williams, St. Louis, has
•on the property. In order that your votes and C. VanderMeulen and Raybeen arrested at Kalamazoo, charged
Honorable Body may be informed cormond Visscher each received 3. Up to with the theft of a bicycle here. Wilrectly in this regard, we beg to state
the
9th ballot VanDuren kept his 4 liams is alleged to have taken a wheel
that ihe Company is capitalized for
IW.OOO and bonded for $184, C00. Every votes but the rest were badly scatteered belongingto an employe at the glass
dollar realized from the sale of these among six other candidates. Some of works during the noon hour. He
rode out of town and went to Alle- wUf th^ajj^m through the pereaef the skin.
securities went either to the former
the Alderman thougth that the present
gan, where it is alleged that he traded
owners of tbe property (citizensof
move the cause. Bin-Ter ComplexionTablet!
of Holland) or was actually pdld into Attorney Van Duren had given much the wheel for a camping outfit.
purify the blood, strengthen the system and
Leave Holland 9:30 a. m. daily except Sunday and Monday; li
the propen y. The bonds were sold at of his time to the duties of the office
leave Holland
make your akin healthy, thus restoring your
9-JO p. m. Sunday. No boat on Monday; leave Chicago daily caccui
par and every dollar accounted for to
Rev. H. J. Vendman, pastor of the complexion to Its clear yonthfal appearance.
except ounSonand was instrumental in selling First Reformed church, was visited Under the purifying and tonic effectof Binday; passengerfare, $L50, lower birth $1.00; upper berth 75c.
the company. It has been stated pubTer ComplexionTabletsthe system will be built
Close connectionswith the G. R. H. & C. Interurbanfor Grand Rapids,
licly that the company was swindled the last bonds issued by the city and by his parishionersand presented
Saugatuck and intermediatepoints, and Steam Railways for all Central
out of $100,000. This is absolutely his supporters wanted to see him back with a purse of $100. It was requested
Michigan.The right is reserved to change this schedulewithout notice.,
false. The character of the officers and in the office but on the ninth ballot one by the members, who were great ad:
stockholders of the Companv, some of
mirers of their pastor, that he use
whom are among Michigan Ts most re- of them weakened and went over to none of the money for traveling exspected citizens, is a sufficient refuta- VanderMeulen.The final ballot stood penses. Recently Mr. Veldman has
tion of the charge. Whether the cap- C. VanderMeulen 6, VanDuren 3 and received calls from churches in MusJ. a KRESS, Local Agt. Local Phones, Citz. 1081; Bell 78
italization and bond issue be large or
Miles 1. The mayor then declared kegon and Kalamazoo.
Chicago Dock foot of Wabash Avenue
small, the Company asks your Honors
Vender Meulen elected.
Able body to disregard ah these things
An injunction hap been procurred
Alderman Austin Harrington was preventing the taxpayers who favor a
And to allow it to establisha ichedulo
of rates based entirelyand solely u|>on appointed President Pro Tem after 6 new school hptwcHn District ^No. 11,
Girls in our
the amount of money actually invested
ballots had been taken, over Aid. Van northeast of the city, from voting on
WANTED— Girl for general house
A Burglar’s Avfol
in the property of the company in HoiTongeren. A motion was made to sue- the propositionto bond the district
work.
One who can do plain cooking.
Hand.
For some time the minority favoring
Mrs. Wightman, Macatawa. 17 2w may not paralyse a home so comIf your Honorable Body cannot see psnd the rules and have the clerk east
the project have held a number of
pletely as a mother’s long illness.
its way clear to grant this concession, the vote of the council for Aidermsn meetings hoping to catch the opposi- H. J.
we offer to aell the property to your VanTongeren but an objectionwas tion naooing and pass the measure.
For ill Brail Troubles
But Dr. King’s New Life Pills are a
city under the terms of the franchise.
These
meetings
have
been
so
frequent
splendid
remedy for women. “They
Use Dr. Bell’s Anti*Pain. Relief is
If you cannot make the concessionsask- made and the matter decided by ballot. that the opposition was tired of atgave
me
wonderful
benefit in constiEeztaa
The
score
up
to
the
6th
ballot
was
as
almost
instantaneous.
Is
also
good
ed for and do not desire to purchase
tending them.
pation and female trouble,” wrote
the property, the Company will operate f filows:
externally
for
all
kinds
of
^ains.
Yields readily to Dr. Bell’s Antisept
it to the best of its ability. In so doing
Mrs. M. C. Dunlap, of LeadUl, Tenn.
Harrington, 4 4 5 4 4
A dog costs as much as sixty hens tic Salve. You seean improvemen- Sold everywhere.
it must observe all precautions as. to
Hailing,
try them. 26c at Walsh
while
the
hens
will
lay
$90
worth
of
VanTongeren, 4 4 3 3 8
after the first application. We guarsafety and in doing this wq must reeggs a year. Is this the answer to the
Drag
Co.,
H. R. Doesburg and Geo..
City Engineer, A. Naberhuis w^s re•pectfullynotify. you that on July 1st,
j: ‘sill
question, "Why do poor families al- antee it. It is clean and pleasant to
as above stated, we will not be able to elected and Wm. G. Winter and Dr. B, ways keep severaldogs?”
(loot for Nothing
f
b. 25c a box.
000 cubic feet or at
•cubic fett. It will

a minium 100,000

be

Walsh Drug:

Co.,

G. L. Lage, and H. R. Doesbunr
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Ten Days
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